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Abstract

Higher education and online discussions are an integral part of collaboratively

based e-Learning systems. However, there problems can be associated with

current online discussion models. For example, it can be easy to set

open-ended discussions which attract little participation and to assess

contributions can be difficult or time-consuming. Students may not achieve the

expected learning outcomes without proper structure and management in

online discussions.

This paper proposes to design and implement a discussion forum object to

function within the architectural constraints of an existing ass learning

management system (to meet target user requirements) that is a web-based

environment for online discussions where the facilitator can structure each

discussion according to its nature and where learning requirements are using

already designed templates.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to the Study

1.1 Research title

The design and implementation of a Discussion Forum object to function within

the architectural constraints of an existing OSS Leaming Management System

(to meet target user requirements)

1.2 Introduction

The Discussion Board is a way of communicating with your students outside

the classroom in an asynchronous environment, which means you do not all

have to be online at the same time. It is convenient because you can read and

post messages whenever you have time to do it. The conversations that take

place within the Discussion Board are logged, so they can be reviewed at a

later date. Each discussion topic is created by the instructor as a forum. All

new posts and responses added to a forum are organized into threads.

Discussion forums are applied extensively as an easy-ta-use and yet powerful

communication tool in numerous Web-based applications in general and in

leaming management systems (LMS) in particular.

For example, in scientific digital joumals and digital libraries discussion forums

are heavily used to discuss different articles, to comment ideas presented in

these articles, or simply to write "letters to the editor". In software development

discussion boards programmers come together to exchange their views on

different programming techniques, software design methods, project

management concepts, etc. Also, the existence of numerous Web-based

communities and communities of practice, such as Open Source communities,

scientific communities, and many other relies mostly on discussion forums,
1



which are usually the essence of such communities. Such list of Web

applications built with and around discussion forums goes on and on.

Similarly, in LMS systems discussion forums are applied with the highest user

acceptance for many different purposes. Usually, each LMS course offered in

the system is associated with a special discussion forum that provides the

place for context-dependent discussion of issues related to that (Helic, Maurer,

Lennon, Scerbakov, 2001, 38). Leamers taking a part in the course work with

the associated discussion forum to write there their questions about presented

leaming material, to discuss topics from the course, to publish their examples,

and so on. Also, in problem-solving or project-related LMS courses leamers

may use discussion forums to discuss the actions they take on each particular

step of their work (Helic, Krottmaier, Maurer, Scerbakov, 2003, 55).

On the other hand tutors, authors and teachers may use special discussion

forums offered by the system to discuss issues related to implementing

different training sessions in the system. For instance, they may discuss the

content of a particular LMS course that they need to prepare, or a particular

training strategy for the training session that they are conducting (Helic,

Maurer,Scerbakov, 2002, 37).

One of the main reasons for the large success of discussion forums is the

simple and intuitive nature of these tools. Discussion forums come with a very

simple user interface, which is highly usable for a wide range of users with very

different and possibly non technical backgrounds. Thus, users simply read

through contributions arranged in a tree or a list and reply to those

contributions by simply activating a special reply button. Structurally,

contributions in discussion forums are arranged into a tree, where non-leaf

nodes represent so-called threads, i.e. contributions that have replies.
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Visualizing and providing a simple Web-based user interface to such a simple

structure is technically very easy task to accomplish.

Another important aspect of applying discussion forums, especially in LMS

systems is the possibility to reuse them as valuable leaming resources in such

systems.

For example, a particular discussion forum that was associated with some

LMS course contains large amount of information in form of question and

answer dialogues, discussions, attached examples that previous leamers

created, etc. Of course, new leamers coming to that particular course may

extract very useful leaming information from this discussion forum. Further, a

discussion forum attached to a problem-solving or project-oriented LMS

course includes all the steps of the leamers' progress in the course and shows

all the actions taken by leamers in reaching their goal. Moreover, the reasons

for a certain leamers' action at the specific moment in the project are described

in details through the discussion that was going on at that time. Thus, such a

discussion forum represents a new and valuable leaming resource as well. On

the other hand, discussion forums used by tutors, authors and teachers to

discuss· the content or methodology of a LMS course contains tremendous

educational potential. Such a discussion of experts in a certain subject matter

results eventually in a new leaming resource containing knowledge and

experience extracted from these experts. This, of course may be seen as a

very fine read for interested or advanced leamers.

This paper presents a possible approach to support conceptual structuring of

discussion forums. In addition present the tool that implemented in the KEWL

system called kngboard following the presented approach. This tool allows us

to create, manage and reuse conceptually structured discussion forums but

3



still be able to preserve the basic premise of discussion forums: intuitive and

highly usable organization and interface of these tools.

1.3 Background

1.3.1 What is open source software?

In order to understand what OSS software is, it is best to discuss two OS in

two separate contexts. The open source movement (which your IT staff might

be involved in), and open source as a type of software license.

Open source is seen as a movement among software developers. Since the

1960s, individuals from around the world have organised themselves to

develop and use free software in real project environments. In the last ten

years, this movement has evolved into a sophisticated system used by both

private and public organisations.

In general, open source refers to any program of which source code is made

available for use or modification as users or other developers see fit.

Historically, the makers of proprietary software have generally not made

source code available. OSS is usually developed as a public collaboration and

it is made freely available. The OSS license tends to favour the end users of

the software, as opposed to a propriety license, which favours the software

vendor.

During software development, a number of OSS development tools can be

used to speed up and improve the process of designing, authoring, building

and unit testing business applications.

These tools are created for developers by developers, and they are often the
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best in their class. Interestingly, commercial altematives to several of the tools

that augment development best practice do not even exist.

Tracking and understanding the relevance of each and every new ass
development would be extremely time-consuming and unproductive. Instead,

commercial IT organisations need a way to consider the options from the point

of view of their enterprise requirements.

1.3.2 Know the benefits

Many IT managers start out wanting to use open source software because it

reduces development effort and costs, thereby saving the business money.

However, after practical implementation, they soon realise there are several

other benefits that are perhaps more significant and lasting. In fact, the

majority of ass is actually aimed at speeding up enterprise software

development, simplifying system management and maintenance, and

improving software quality. Enterprises that leam to think about ass as a

solution to their holistic enterprise development needs will find several

opportunities to improve the efficiency of their business and IT organisations,

and lower the cost of building and operating enterprise systems.

1.3.3 It is easy to procure

There is no doubt that ass can dramatically lower the total cost of ownership

of enterprise systems, but one of the greatest benefits of using free software is

often overlooked: ass eliminates the pressure to make big decisions up front

about what is needed before it is needed. Enterprise development teams often

needlessly force-fit expensive commercial products into their solutions simply

to validate prior overzealous procurement of licenses. If they start with ass,
developers can get right to the work of building business applications, and

incorporate third-party components (proprietary or open source) only as they

are called for by specific business requirements. Unlike commercial products,
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they will never be locked into a contract to use ass, only to find that it is not

required or not suitable.

1.3.4 It fit for the purpose.

ass that is not easy to install, use and manage does not survive. Since open

source code is scrutinised by thousands of developers worldwide, ass

developers are forced to keep their software as straightforward and as lean as

possible. They have to limit their feature set to what is required right now and

add features as their users request them.

Unnecessarily complicated and bloated products with large footprints, such as

most commercial application servers, are uncommon and short-lived in open

source software.

In practice, the small footprint of ass application servers and databases also

means that they are faster, cheaper and easier to use during development

than the commercial altematives

By using ass with open standards such as PHP, Java, J2EE, HTTP, XML,

and SOL, each developer can host an entire application infrastructure on their

workstation: web server, application server and database, regardless of

whether the finished product will be deployed onto ass or commercial

products. This not only saves on development licenses, but also reduces

dependencies among team members and allows developers immediate

feedback on whether or not their code works, which drastically speeds up

development.
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1.3.5 It is easy to change

Using OSS increases the options and the amount of control that can be

exercised when developing, enhancing, evolving and retiring enterprise

systems. Open access to source code means that a software developer can

always enhance, fix, or otherwise alter any open source component at any

time.

In addition, the strong pride of authorship and community behind most OSS

projects means that if something does not work, there will usually be at least

one insider who is keen to help and ultimately ensure successful use of their

software. Often, defect and issue resolution in OSS is more precise and takes

far less effort than it does with commercial software, because the users have

direct access to the bug database and the authors - there is no corporate

support hierarchy separating the user from the solution.

1.3.6 It is high quality

The methods used to develop OSS naturally favour the production of software

that is higher quality than most other software, bespoke or commercial. Each

OSS project is run like a small and efficient software business. The software is

generally developed in cycles, each of which plans to release a new stable

production version to the majority of users, who require predictability and

reliability.

But what makes the open source development model uniquely better is

actually what happens between production releases, where several smaller

software changes are released to add new features and fix bugs. These

developer-only releases are downloaded and used by tens, hundreds and

often thousands of software developers worldwide, effectively creating a
7



globally distributed quality assurance team for each project. This "release early,

release often" strategy finds defects early, which makes them easier to fix and

improves the quality of the production release. Further, since the defect

resolution process moves at such a rapid pace, the users develop very high

expectations - project teams therefore has to provide timely fixes or their

software will soon die out.

While a few OSS lacks features relative to their proprietary counterparts, this

should not be considered indicative the quality of the software. Where concrete

requirements exist for the features in the gap, these will eventually be added 

with better methods and clear criteria for success. Most open source

development teams openly publish the road map for their projects and any

user can request enhancements. It is only a matter of time before the feature

gaps close and commodity commercial software gives way to the higher

quality open source altematives.

1.3.7 Employees like it

The people factor should not be discounted. Working with new, cutting edge

software might help attract, retain and motivate internal IT professionals,

leading to greater productivity over time.

1.4 Discussion forum of learning management systems

E-Iearning is rapidly becoming mainstream In higher education.

Computer-mediated communication is a key element of e-Ieaming systems

and strategies. Online discussions are one of the most important applications

of computer-mediated communication in e-Leaming environments (Kearsley

2000). They provide an asynchronous collaborative learning environment

where interaction takes place between group members (Dillenbourg 1999) and
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have been included in almost all courses or leaming management systems.

Online discussions offer a number of potential benefits that can help engage

students in activities that contribute to their intellectual growth (MacKnight

2000). For example, composing a response in online discussions often

requires greater reflection than in face-to-face discussions (Harasim 1995).

Other benefits include promotion of team building, promotion of critical thinking

(Muilenburg & Serge 2002) and supporting collaborative work (Salter 2000).

The facilitator may actively control the discussion through means such as

selectively releasing responses, limiting who can view them, or by active

participation in the forum. On the other hand, the facilitator may take a more

hands off approach and leave the students to themselves after posting a

question or task. Unfortunately, simply asking students to respond to a topic or

question given by the instructor is not likely to generate an effective

collaborative leaming environment. It may help students to interact with

information but not with the instructor or other students.

1.5 Statement of the problem

There are some problems associated with the current models of online

discussions in higher education. Discussions can end up as an open-ended,

non-productive leaming activity, there may be a lack of students' participation,

discussions may not be well structured or easy to initiate and assess by staff.

The proposed system has been designed to help overcome these problems.

This may lead to better outcomes for both students and staff. These

expectations are going to be tested through action research where the

proposed system will be tested by faculty and students.
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1.5.1 Limitations in existing online forum models

There are only a few models for online discussions with limited variation. The

discussion area provides a platform where participants can share ideas by

posting a message to initiate a discussion or to respond to already posted

questions or messages of an ongoing discussion. One variation is to see

whether the messages can be viewed in a linear or threaded fashion. In a

leaming environment, the facilitator that moderates the process may be a tutor,

instructor or teacher. The facilitator explains the purpose and sets up the

protocols such as discussion cycle, duration and assessment weight. The

facilitator often starts the discussion by posting a question. Students answer

the question in the form of a discussion posting and may be required to

comment on other responders posting as well (Rossman 1999; Laurillard

2002).

The following problems can be associated with such model(s).

1.5.2 Open-ended discussion topics

Open-ended discussions may result in non-productive learning activities.

Students are likely to lose interest where there is an overload of information

that does not have direct application or use (Harasim 1995).

If there is assessment associated with the discussion question, students may

be tempted to copy text from different sources to perform the activity rather

than engage in the question. This does not help students to enhance their

analytical and critical thinking. At the same time long unstructured responses

can result in a greater infonmation burden for other responders.
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1.5.3 Low participation or problem of "lurking"

Lurking is another big problem that is often a lack of participation by students

particularly where it is a new communication medium (Harasim 1995). Another

common observation is that active students take an interest in discussion

based leaming whereas passive students tend to find it less attractive. This

may be because it is a text-based, self-initiated leaming environment.

Research proposes a number of strategies to hold students' interest and to

enhance their critical thinking (Muilenburg & Berge 2002) but current

technologies and models do not necessarily support them. Students become

confused or lose their interest when a discussion is ill-structured or if there is

no process designed to enhance their critical thinking (MacKnight 2000).

Low participation in discussion forums may also be linked with students' own

leaming styles. Some students strongly believe in individual leaming. In that

case, the existing discussion forum model, based on a collaborative approach,

may not be appropriate (Sae-Chin &Resta 2003).

1.5.4 Described discussions

Students find it hard to initiate a response to them where the task is not well

described. In contrast, it has been observed that students find leaming

activities more interesting when the task is specifically well defined and easier

to follow (Muilenburg &Berge 2002). Similarly, the job of assessing the student

responses is more time consuming and subjective when the task is not well

defined (Burford & Cooper 2003).
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1.5.5 Discussion management

Current discussion models do not include many management features that can

assist in an educational setting. Features useful in educational settings include

access control, discussion availability duration, assessment weight, and

archive options. For example, a facilitator may want to release discussion

responses only after he or she has added feedback and the last student has

responded. Following this the activity may continue where the students are

required to compare their responses. This can be a difficult process with

current available software and tools. Typically there is no start or stop controls

available and the facilitator do this by informing the students or closing the

discussion topic manually. The H20 project (H20 Project 2003) allows

facilitators to set some deadlines for submission of posting but it does not have

the other features discussed in this paper. It is freely available at

http://h20.law.harvard.edu.

1.5.6 Discussion assessment

A continuing research problem is how to assess discussion contributions

(Mochizuki et al. 2003). Assessment was not included in most of earlier

discussion models. Typically, these have been used to share ideas and

helping out each other. Many models were not formally linked to learning

activities, outcomes and finally to assessment. However, messages in

discussion forums can be useful for assessing collaborative learning

(Mochizuki ET at 2003). Assessing a contributor is very hard and time

consuming (Laurillard 2002) as there are few techniques available. A common

technique is to count the number of postings (Salter 2000). This strictly

quantitative approach does not necessarily correlate with learning or effort.

Indeed, it may encourage students to simply post frequent and/or large

messages but without making a serious attempt. In fully online courses, the

12



volume of posting may be huge both to read and to assess. In this case

assessment may be done by the contributors themselves or by peers. The

'Peer and Self Assessment System (PSAS) suggests ways in which this might

be done (Resta 2003 see http://dl.aace.org/14156 ). However, this kind of

system may have some problems, such as it can be biased, time consuming

and difficult to integrate into the main assessment system. Peer grading can

provide strong motivation to do quality work, but students are often

uncomfortable grading one another (Salter 2000). A simple rating system (e.g.

excellent, good, fair, poor) can be used or students may be required to make

only positive critiques (leaving the negative comments to the instructor).

Another assessment technique is text mining (Fujitani & et al 2003). However,

this example is used for self assessment and only to see over-all discussion

pattems, but it is not linked to actual student assessment. Other assessment

methods are provided in Salter (2000).

However, whichever technique is chosen, greater management by the

discussion model can make marking easier, particularly given the volume of

responses generated by most discussions.

1.6 Concepts for the study

E-Ieaming is a groundbreaking paradigm shift in the field of leaming that

provides high-speed access to knowledge and information. It offers online

training that can be delivered anytime and anywhere through a wide range of

electronic leaming solutions such as Web-based courseware, discussion

groups, live virtual classes, video and audio, Web chat, simulations and

mentoring. E leaming enables companies to transcend distance and other

organisational gaps by providing a cohesive virtual training environment.

Open source, by definition, means that the source code is available. Open
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source software (OSS) is software with its source code available and which

may be used, copied, and distributed with or without modifications, and that

may be offered either with or without a fee. If the end-user makes any

alterations to the software, he may either choose to keep those changes

private or return them to the community so that they can potentially be added

to future releases. An open source license is certified by the Open Source

Initiative (OSI), an unincorporated nonprofit research and educational

association with the mission to own and defend the open source trademark

and advance the cause of OSS. The open source community consists of

individuals or groups of individuals who contribute to a particular open source

product or technology. The open source process refers to the approach for

developing and maintaining open source products and technologies, including

software, computers, devices, technical formats, and computer languages.

Although OSS has recently become a hot topic in the press, it has actually

been in existence since the 1960s and has shown a successful track record

to-date. Examples of popular open source products include Emacs, GNU

toolset, Apache, Send mail and Linux. The development of Per! is an example

of the open source process.

PHP is a programming language, used on the server to create dynamic Web

pages. The principles of this technology are similar to Allaire's ColdFusion,

Mod_Per!, Sun's JSP, or Microsoft's ASP, which all address one problem: As

Web sites and intranets get larger and more complex, static HTML files hit their

limits. Today, the Web is an interactive, transaction-oriented business

platform, featuring advanced Web based applications, such as online

commerce, business information systems, and collaborative computing

environments. To develop such applications, you need a technology to

generate dynamic content for Web pages.
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PHP is a convenient language for rapidly prototyping simple dynamic

websites. Websites thus built can in many cases be deployed indefinitely,

without spending time and money on refractory codes in a different language.

PHP's simplicity makes it a good language for inexperienced programmers,

such as those moving from a pure page-design role to a site development one.

For more experienced developers, though, the language's simplicity rapidly

tums into complexity, slowing down the development process. These

developers are the ones who have the skills needed to build large and/or

complex websites; using PHP for such sites therefore tends to be a net loss.

This tendency is reinforced by PHP's lack of the linguistic features needed to

promote working on large software projects. If your project is at all large or

complex, it may be better to look elsewhere when choosing an implementation

language.

The real strength of PHP lies in the extensive range of built-in functions. Those

available include functions to:

• Access a wide variety of databases (see below).

• Interrogate the Web server on which the code is running.

• Manipulate arrays.

• Access a full range of mathematical functions.

• Perform arbitrary precision mathematics (log, trig etc).

• Get the date and time and display them in a variety of formats.

• Browse directory trees.

• Execute extemal programs on the server and receive the results

back.

• Perform a wide variety of operations on the server file system.
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• Set cookies.

• Send mail.

• Perform network functions such as "Get the Intemet host name

corresponding to a given IP address".

• Use Perl-compatible or POSIX-extended regular expressions.

• Use System V semaphores and shared memory 0 Manipulate

strings.

• Test a variable's current type.

• Use WDOX to easily exchange data with other applications over

the Web.

• Gzip and gunzip files.

Creating powerful Web applications inevitably means storing and manipulating

a lot of data, so the ability to access databases is vital. PHP includes support,

via function calls, for a wide variety of popular databases, including Adabase

D, dBase, Unix dbm, filePro, Interbase, Informix, Microsoft SQL Server,

mSQL, MySQL, Oracle, Sybase, PostgreSQL, and Solid. In addition, any

database, which supports ODBC, such as Microsoft Access, can be used. If

you are trying to create an application, which is not database-specific, then

there are a number of open source abstraction layers available, including

Metabase and phpDB, which will let you do this painlessly.

Computer-based discussion forums are established to promote the exchange

of information, questions, ideas, analyses, criticisms, and viewpoints within the

diverse array of academic and social contexts.

Linux is an obvious Open Source solution for education. It is free and can be

installed easily on almost any computer. Red Hat Linux is the most popular
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distribution (version) of Linux in the United States. It offers ease of set-up, use,

and maintenance. Another popular distribution is Yellow Dog Linux. It is based

on Red Hat and made to run on Apple computers. Both of these methods can

be used to breathe new life into an old computer. Linux has a reputation of

running very well on older machines. This is good news for schools since a lot

of the time they have older equipment.

Apache is most widely known as an http server, which takes care of hosting

web sites. It was created by a few hobbyists who were not happy with the

closed-source solutions available. They started "patching" (hence the name) a

program together needs. Long story short, as of May 2003, Apache serves

63% of all intemet web pages. (Netcraft Web Server Survey, 2003)

This is a very incomplete list as there are thousands of Open Source projects

available. To find an Open Source project that fits your needs, visit some of the

sites listed in the resource section of this paper.

1.7 The significance of the research

Compared with traditional instructor-led classroom instruction, e-Ieaming

offers numerous advantages, including:

• knowledge delivered globally at Internet speed;

• access to individualised leaming, anywhere, anytime;

• interactive technology-based leaming tools, including Web-based

platforms, video and satellite broadcast;

• convenience that can be customised to speciftc needs;

• integrated delivery to audiences worldwide;

• the ability to deliver new courses quickly; and

• flexibility to set your own leaming pace.
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Discussion is a very important factor for success in education and to cultivate

this habit. The discussion forum that talks on various issues and it is managed

by students themselves. The discussion forum also serves as useful resource

generator since students may raise queries regarding educational subjects

and students or their instructors may again answer these. In simple words the

discussion forums act like FAQs on various issues of interest. Since these

discussion forums are split into sections and subjects, it is easy for someone to

locate something that interests them. Once a student replies to a particular

message on a discussion forum, all registered users of that forum are

intimated through the web mail facility, thus keeping the discussion active and

interesting for all involved.

1.8 Intended Programme of study

This project is divided into six phases, with most of the project activities being

part of the third phase:

1. Establishment and clarification

2. Building up the network lab

3. Design and implementation

4. Testing

5. Reporting

6. Publishing

The actual times will depend on how the funding alliance is built up. Since

most tasks are spread over the life of the duration, presenting a standard chart

of timelines would add little value to this document. The actual times for project

execution are based on a two-year framework, assuming a fully funded project
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for implementation. Should this not be the case, and different sponsors are

funding different aspects of the project, the timelines will need to have flexibility

depending on which aspects of the project a particular sponsor is prepared to

fund.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review

2.1 Distance Education

The purpose of this first component of the review is to trace the advances in

distance education from delivering instruction on ink parchments to delivering

instruction via complex multimedia technologies. This section begins with a

definition of distance education, followed by a rationale for it in pragmatic and

in problem-solving terms. A brief history of distance education is presented.

Next, a discussion relating distance teaching and leaming to educational

technology will ensue. Finally, an overview of Computer Mediated

Communication (CMC) will be presented with an emphasis on the Internet and

one of its networks, the World Wide Web (WWW) as an emerging learning

environment.

2.1.1 Definition

There are many definitions of distant education. They reflect a range from the

textual practices of traditional correspondence courses, to the recent uses of

telecommunication innovations. Simms' (1977) definition reflects the early

days of distance education, "The unique and distinguishing feature of

correspondence education is that the learner is at a distance from the teacher

for much, most or even all of the time during the teaching -learning process" (p.

6). Another definition is the separation of teacher and leamer in space and/or

time (Perraton, 1988). Some definitions reflect a functional perspective, such

as Peeters' (1983) characterization of distance education as "a form of study

complementary to our industrial and technological age" (p. 8). Some of central

concepts underlying all these definitions include: distinguishing between

face-to-face classroom activity and the physical separation of teacher and

student, instruction offered by an institution for higher leaming as opposed to
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training or personal lifelong leaming pursuits, and the use of some technical

media as the context for the teaching and leaming event (Keegan, 1980).

2.1.2 Rationale for distance education

The practice of distance education can be seen primarily as a response to

perceived needs and demands for access to education (Neufeld, 1985),

however, economic factors have also played an important role in the decision

to use a distance format (Neufeld, 1985). Much has been made public about

the unequal access to education for people in rural areas. Harasim and

Johnson (1986) suggested that distance education alleviates some of the

significant obstacles students often face related to, "geographic isolation,

family responsibilities, scheduling conflicts, and lack of appropriate educational

programs or facilities" (p. ix). Technology such as CMC, videos and audios

(individually or iritegrated) provide convenient and flexible access to

instructional opportunities.

An increasingly diverse student popUlation in higher education which includes

more"non-traditional students" creates a demand for novel ways to offer

instruction. These students encounter time constraints due to full-time

employment or other social obligations. In an attempt to address these needs,

institutions are exploring the use of the WWW to provide convenient and

accessible instruction to students.

Distance education not only provides access to education but it is regarded as

increasingly essential because of economic factors. The recent budget cuts

that many institutions of higher leaming are facing, in addition to the

decreasing number of traditional students enrolling in university and college

relative to the number of nontraditional students (Wagner, 1990), have led

some institutions or programs to opt for distance education. Kaye (1995)
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argues that distance education can be economically advantageous because of

the potential of high enrollment. He describes the student to faculty potential

ratio as 200 to 1, and contends that there are "economies of scale associated

with mass distance education provision" (p. 12). A second reason for the

economic advantage is the reduction in the need for student-based campus

facilities such as buildings for classrooms and computer labs, dorms, etc.

(Kaye, 1995). By requiring students to own computer resources, institutions

save on purchasing, as well as maintenance expenditure. If these

non-traditional students access the course materials from home, the

institutions save on utility, janitorial, infrastructure and renovation costs.

2.1.3 A Brief Historical Account

The history of distance education, in the broadest sense, could be traced back

to medieval Europe, when letters and manuscripts-laboriously handwritten in

ink on parchment--were disseminated to monastic scholars in geographically

distant locations (Burke, 1978).

Messengers bearing these missives in saddlebags made such modes of

informal distance education more economical (Burke, 1978). Another

milestone invention in communications technology was the invention of the

printing press in mid-fifteenth century, which revolutionized the world (Cauthen

&Roth, 1994). The printing press dramatically reduced the labor and economic

production costs of recording and duplicating books. It also hastened the

dissemination of information and served to democratize access to new ideas

(Burke, 1978). This print revolution, together with the development in later

centuries of increasingly efficient and reliable postal delivery methods such as

rail, motor, and airline transportation systems delivered much of the formal

distance education: the correspondence course."
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Correspondence courses were an altemative to regular atriculation in schools

and institutions of higher leaming. Subsequent distance education ractices

evolved to the use of radio, television, satellite, and computer technologies to

deliver course content.

2.1.4 Role of technology in distance education

The nature of distance education-the time and place separation of students

and teachers-requires technology to accomplish its instructional goals.

Garrison (1987) suggests that: Distance education is inexorably linked to the

technology of delivery. It can be seen as a set of instructional methods based

largely on mediated communication capable of extending the influence of the

educator beyond the formal institutional setting for the purpose of benefiting

the leamer through appropriate guidance and support. Without the use of

technology, distance education would not exist (p. 45).

The early predominant practice in distance education was text-based

correspondence courses. Recent uses of communications technologies such

as the telegraph, telephone, radio and even recently, television (abetted by

communications satellites), teleconferencing systems, the VCR, and computer

have altered distance educational practice. The availability of these

technologies instigated a change to supplement correspondence courses with

audio and video cassette materials (Neufeld, 1985). This evolution continued

with each successive technology; radio broadcasts, satellite and television

broadcasts, audio-conferencing, and video-conferencing. The distance

education practice became an integration of these systems, for instance, a

satellite broadcast was augmented by audio-conferencing for all the

participants. The use of innovations such as the telegraph, telephone, radio

and, recently television (abetted by communications satellites),

teleconferencing systems, the VCR, and computers have for the most part
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served primarily as delivery systems.

2.1.5 Computer-Related Instructional Materials

This section traces the introduction of the computer into distance education as

Computer Assisted Instruction and how it evolved to the use of Computer

Mediated Communication technologies, specifically, the WWW environment.

2.2 Existing systems

This section introduces some vendors for e-Ieaming and Knowledge

Management Systems. This is only a small subset of all available systems on

the market, but it shows which features and possibilities current systems deal

with, which architectures are used, and how standards and specifications

become necessary on the market.

2.2.1 WebCT

Overview

WebCT is the world's leading provider of e-Ieaming solutions to higher

education. WebCT positions itself as a pure e-Leaming company which is true

because WebCT does not develop any tools for content or knowledge

management. They specify on e-Leaming and enterprise products.

Products

WebCT offers two different products to support e-Leaming and its

administration, WebCT Campus Edition, which is designed to be a Course

Management System with different features like the usual communication and

collaboration tools, such as discussions, whiteboard, chat sessions, and

intemal course mail. Additionally, assessments are possible, using virtually all

question types. Therefore, instructors have the flexibility to quickly and easily
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build and administer customised assessments that contain self-tests. surveys.

and quizzes. In addition to assessments. tutors can monitor and analyse

factors such as usage pattems, individual and class performance on tests and

quizzes, and how leamers navigate through online materials. Of course.

content development and import is made easy by using a drag and drop tool

and supporting the IMS CP specification. Furthermore it is possible to create

personalised content and to project a unified look-and-feel for WebCTs online

learning environment. One really important feature is the Unicode support that

allows using this product in many languages.

WebCT Vista was designed to be much more than only a Course Management

System. It should become an Academic Enterprise System with the integration

of the usual e-Leaming features plus some other features that are accessible

when implementing the IMS Enterprise specification. It over all communication

tools such as integrated chat and whiteboard, discussion capabilities.

integrated course mail, and a "who is online" instant chat tool.

Its extensive assessment capabilities are similar to those of the WebCT

Campus Edition which is also true of any other features such as content

importing and creating using drag and drop orthe multiple language support or

the personalisation possibilities.

WebCT Vista makes it possible to aggregate student learning data at the

institutional level. extending the capacity for institutions to access and leverage

learning data strategically beyond the boundaries of the individual classroom.

Institutions have the ability to extract cross-sectional student performance data

that can be instrumental to program assessment, reviews and broader

institutional studies, contributing to the continuous enhancement and

improvement of the educational experience. Furthermore. instructors have the
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ability to access, track, and analyse student performance data to drive

continual improvement of their courses and sections. WebCT Vista includes a

full-featured Gradebook with spreadsheet-Iike flexibility for organising, viewing,

and managing course member information, grades, and groups.

Standards

WebCT is a company that supports a lot of open standards. The varieties of

implemented standards reach from simple XML over the IMS Leaming

Metadata Specification and the IMS Content Packaging and the really complex

IMS Question and Test Interoperability Specification to the IMS Enterprise

Specification.

2.2.2 Click2Learn

Overview

Click2leam is a pioneering leader in the corporate leaming space. They help

Global 2000 companies increase productivity and improve business

performance through the strategic application of innovative leaming software

solutions and services. The company employs about 250 people and was

founded in 1984 byMicrosoft co-founders Paul Alien. The platforms revenues

in 2001 were about 21 million dollars.

Click2Leam can be identified as a Knowledge Management System because

of the rich features. Although they position themselves rather to be a leaming

enterprise than a knowledge management system.

Products

The company's products, including the Aspen Enterprise Productivity Suite

and the ToolBook Desktop Authoring System are used to develop, deliver,

track, and manage training and education programs. They say that they are
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the only company that can provide a comprehensive product suite to meet all

leaming needs. Whether the focus is training automation, sales readiness,

employee development, or customer education, companies can start to

achieve their business goals quickly, rather than spending valuable time trying

to weave disparate systems together. Click2leam offers a variety of modules

and products that can be used as add-ons to create one software solution that

meets the customers needs. These are introduced in the following sections.

Aspen Enterprise Productivity Suite

Aspen is Click2leam's Enterprise Productivity Suite that enables learning and

collaboration. Aspen was designed for managing training, information and

knowledge to increase the customer's productivity. It is a scalable

cross-platform architecture that supports multiple languages, time zones and

currencies. The supported browsers are Internet Explorer or Netscape

Navigator. The Database Server used is Oracle on Solaris or Microsoft SOL

Server on Windows Systems with the following application servers: Windows

2000 Server and the Internet Information Server.

The Aspen Enterprise Productivity Suite consist of the following modules and

applications:

• Aspen learning Content Management is a web-based application

that is designed to facilitate the separation of presentation, logic,

and behavior in learning objects, providing maximum flexibility and

reusability.

• The team-based authoring environment allows concurrent

development (which means that it supports version control), so that

instructional designers, subject matter experts, project managers,
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and reviewers can work together to create high quality courses

quickly. Some of its key features are full-text searching, multiple

language support, or a role based security.

• Aspen Leaming Management can be used to enhance workplace

performance management, competency management, regulatory

compliance, student registration and tracking, records

management, facilities, and curricula management and reporting.

• Aspen Virtual Classroom is a web-based application that provides

an interactive virtual leaming environment that can be used to

deliver and share information across the enterprise. Some of its

key features are session management, role based authorization, a

sharable whiteboard, public and private chat, integrated coice over

lP, and question and answer sessions.

• This module offeres some important features both when talking

-about e-Ieaming and Knowledge Management Systems with the

possibility of public and private threaded discussion forums, instant

messaging with peers and experts, community of subject matter

experts, an indexed knowledge base with archives of all expert

interactions, and a full-text search in all collaboration center

interactions.

• Aspen Personalized Delivery This means that Click2Leam has the

possibility to offer personalised views on content and the user

interface. This is done by using an object infrastructure support for

modifying content incrementally with version control, adaptive

leaming based on leaming tracks, and pre-testing, or
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context-sensitive collaborative study aids like notes, highlights and

bookmarks at the topic or SCO level.

Other important features are dynamically created personal study plans that

use the above-mentioned pre-tests and post-assessments with suggested

remediation, personalized rule-based feedback, and last but not least, support

for SCORM conformant courses.

• Aspen Performance Management

In this case Performance has the meaning of skills and

competency. To fulfill these requirements some· features are

implemented in this module as managing job and organizational

skill and competency profiles, flexible action-focused skill gap

analysis, the support for assignment of skill requirements to

courses, tracking and management of skill certification compliance,

progress and completion tracking of development plans using

competency assessments.

• Aspen Information Management

This module implements the widely known aspects of information

management that include easy publishing of any type of document,

hierarchical catalogs per user with support for both documents and

courses, managing entire web sites, reporting and analysis, and

secure access to documents.

• Aspen Simulation Editor

This editor is taken from the Toolbook Instructor as part of the

Aspen LCMS. It offers a WYSIWYG environment for easy creation

of various types of simulations: demonstration, practice, and
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questions with the ability to create high-fidelity content that

simulates target applications, complex, action sequences in

response to simulation events and the ability to fully control

granularity of simulation steps.

• Aspen Auditing

Using this module archival of all transactions can be done including

date and time of the transaction, the user that performed the

transaction, and the type of transaction (new record, update,

delete)

Standards

One very important topic when talking about e-Iearning and Knowledge

Management is the support of open standards. Click2Leam's products and

modules are standards-based supporting:

AICC support is implemented by following the AICC guidelines and

recommendations, specifically the ability to launch and track single AUs,

including the ability to receive data such as score and completion from the

AUs.

Additionally, Aspen was designed to provide accessibility to all parts of

learning, administrative and delivery environment. However this does not

necessarily mean that all aspects of Aspen conform to and in particular Aspen

is not fully accessibility enabled because accessibility guidelines for this type of

functionality are still in an incomplete state.

It is interesting that Click2Learn is one of those companies that produce

e-Ieaming and Knowledge Management Tools and is also integrated in the
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evolution of the standards they are supporting because therefore they are able

to implement everything in an early stage of adoption. Click2Leam is involved

in several standardisation activities such as IMS with using the possibility of

active participation in the specifications process, ADL (SCORM) where

Click2Leam is a technical working group participant taking part in the

architecture definition and specifications process, IEEE Leaming Technology

Standards Committee (LTSC) as an active member, or AICC as an observing

member. Click2leam is also monitoring other standards initiatives, and

occasionally contributing to meetings and other efforts in this area.

2.2.3 Hyperwave

Overview

Hyperwave is a company dedicated to unleashing the potential of

organizational knowledge. Its Knowledge Management software solutions

empower information distribution, team collaboration and continuous leaming

across the extended enterprise. Hyperwave was founded 1997 as spin-off of

the Graz University of Technology. Today, the company consists of about 200

employees. The revenue in 2001 was about EUR 18.6 million. Hyperwave

positions itself as a Knowledge Management Company which is true when

looking at the features supported by its products.

Products

In its origin Hyperwave implemented a content management server to build

applications on top of it. The features and possibilities expanded throughout

the years and now, several well designed applications and modules are

available to fulfill the companies' objectives.

Hyperwave Information Server - IS6
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The Server is the base of the company's e-knowledge Infrastructure. Its key

features are version control, link management and user administration with

interfaces to lDAP and NTlM. Hyperwave has an integrated autonomy and

verity search engine and is based on an Oracle or MS Sal Database in the

areas of transaction security, high availability and data throughput. A client

add-on for content delivery is also available.

Hyperwave eKnowledge Suite - eKS

This application is fully web-based as almost all other Hyperwave applications.

The features available when using this application are all document

management features including editing and linking. Additionally, an option to

add notes to documents is available. Other features are a discussion forum, a

shared calendar, and a team workspace. last but not least, Active Documents

and an Expert Search Facility assist users in getting infonmation.

Hyperwave e-knowledge Portal - eKP

The Portal provides possibilities to give a special view on personal or team

related infonmation. Because it is based on so-called track architecture several

different tracks (e.g. Outlook-Track, etc.) can be added with the ability to

restrict the access-rights to users and groups using JavaScript or Java

Servlets.

Hyperwave e-Ieaming Suite - elS

This part of the Hyperwave e-knowledge Infrastructure provides almost all

functionality needed for e-Ieaming. Some of the main features are tests,

statistics, progress tracking, public and private chats and virtual office hours for

direct communication with the responsible tutor in the way virtual classrooms

are implemented. Other modules available are instant messaging, a threaded

discussion forum, a background library, and an authoring system that allows
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reusability of learning content. In the next version, SCORM 1.2 support will be

implemented.

Hyperwave eConferencing Suite - eCS

It integrates extended chat features that expand the virtual classroom features

of the Hyperwave e-knowledge Infrastructure.

Hyperwave Workfiow Option

This module is rather important when talking about Knowledge Management

because it introduces Business Process Management, create and manage

process definitions, initiates business cases and makes it possible to work on

tasks in an easy and intuitive way.

Standards

Right now Hyperwave implements parts of Dublin Core Metadata using

attributes to all objects stored in the Hyperwave Database. Additionally,

extended metadata support is implemented inside the eLS authoring and

reusing module called Media Depot. In the actual version of the e-Leaming

Suite AICC is supported by folloWing the AICC guidelines and

recommendations. The next version eLS will support SCORM 1.2 and

therefore also IMS CP.

Hyperwave is involved in some standardization organizations like AICC as a

non-voting member to attend in AICC meetings which has been done

sometimes. In most other organizations Hyperwave participates as observing

member and in mailing lists. Hyperwave is also monitoring other standards

initiatives and organizations.

Inside Hyperwave
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Because this is the company that promotes my thesis and the practical part

has been implemented as part of eLS and I am employed there, I give a little

bit more insider information in this section. Most graphics have been taken

from (Frank Kappe, 1999) a whitepaper that explains the Hyperwave basics.

2.2.4 Summary

In this section three companies that act as representatives of the different

classes of systems have been introduced: WebCt as pure e-Ieaming company

with an extended usage of standards and specifications which helps them to

be unique on the market (e.g. support of the IMS Enterprise Speci-fication).

Click2Leam defines itself more as an e-Ieaming than as a knowledge

management company despite the variety of features that are part of

knowledge management systems (e.g. document management and version

control). Last but not least Hyperwave was introduced as a Knowledge

Management Company that offers almost all features to implement a broad

working set for e-Ieaming and knowledge management. The support of

standards can be seen in its beginning but the acceptance of using and

supporting them is growing and it have to be done to keep up with the growing

number of requests from the market requests for interoperability and migration.

Using, implementing, and supporting standards offers ways to incorporate

existing modules in someone's products which guarantees the ability to satisfy

the upcoming needs of future knowledge management solutions.

2.3 A review of the discussion forum policy at Colby College

Computer-based discussion forums are established to promote the exchange

of information, questions, ideas, analyses, criticisms, and viewpoints within the

diverse array of academic and social contexts at Colby.
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The Code of Ethics for Information Technology at Colby College and other

College policies apply to the discussion forums.

A forum may be requested for use by a regularly scheduled course, an

academic or administrative department, a college committee, an official

student club or other official student organization, or other officially recognized

group within the college. Requests for a discussion forum for use by other

campus groups will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis in the context of

college policies. Decisions regarding requests will be reviewed as needed by a

group consisting of the Vice-President for Student Affairs, the Academic

Vice-President, and the Administrative Vice-President.

Access to a forum (membership) may be broadly inclusive or restricted, for

example, to individuals enrolled in the course or members of an organisation.

Access to a forum has to comply with other college policies.

The contributor of each posting to a forum is identified by name. There are no

anonymous postings to any discussion forum.

Only those people authorised to post to a forum will be able to read the

contents of a forum. A full list of those authorized to read and post to the

forum will be available to each member of the forum. Permission for an

individual who is not a member of a forum to read its content requires special

permission from the Office of the President and notice of this special

permission must be posted in the forum, if necessary by a system

administrator.

System administrators are prohibited from inspecting the contents of any
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forum of which they are not members, except in the routine performance of

their duties in maintaining the operation of the system. System administrators

have to preserve full confidentiality of any information about the contents of a

forum obtained in the performance of their duties.

Members of a forum have to abide by the confidentiality policy stated for that

forum. If, for example, the policy is that postings in the forum are confidential

to members of the forum, it would be a violation of the code of ethics to give a

copy of any of the forum contents to someone else. One's own posting in

such a forum can be distributed elsewhere as long as the contents do not

compromise the confidentiality of the forum membership and postings made

by others.

Each forum will be closed one month after the end of the semester for which it

has been opened. With special justification, approval may be given for a

forum to remain open for an academic year, being closed one month after

finals in the spring. JanPlan and summer forums are available on request.

At least two weeks prior to its scheduled closure, the moderator or sponsoring

department may submit a request for renewal of a forum with or without

deletion of contents. When a forum is closed, all content is deleted with no

archiving of postings. Moderators are responsible for any archiving of the

forum prior to deletion, bearing in mind the need to maintain the confidentiality

of content that is established for the forum. The deletion of a posting in a forum

can create problems, especially if responses have already been posted. In

general, only the moderator should be able to delete postings to a forum and

the moderator may have to choose responses for deletion as well.
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While it is anticipated that vigorous debate of ideas and opinions may occur

within a forum, it is expected that civility in discourse will be maintained.

• Criticising ideas and opinions is a normal process of debate and

each person should expect to have ideas challenged. However,

personal attacks, such as denigration of another person's character

or value, have no place in such discussions. Profanity is to be

avoided.

• Participants are urged to avoid responding quickly and emotionally

to another person's posting. Quickly lashing out against a

statement with which one strongly disagree often results in a

personal attack and divergence from the primary topic at hand. A

period of contemplation followed by reasoned criticism of the

viewpoint is far more effective in convincing others.

Each forum is created for discussion of a particular range of topics. Issues

outside this range are to be avoided unless relevant to the discussion.

The forum moderator has a special responsibility in the case of a serious

breach of the code of ethics, civility in conduct, or forum rules. A message

and, if appropriate, responses to it may be removed by the moderator if the

originating message is deemed inappropriate. The moderator should report

violations of the code of ethics, the discussion forum policy, or other college

policies to the appropriate Vice-President to determine whether disciplinary

action should be initiated. Special care should be taken by the moderator in

cases where the views, criticisms, or information are contrary to those of the

moderator, are unpopular, or are in some way incorrect; in such cases it is

usually better to debate the matter within the forum.
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Each forum will have a person designated to moderate the discussion. This

person will be responsible for

• stating the range of topics that the forum will cover and being active

in keeping the discussion on topic,

• stating the forum policy regarding confidentiality of the postings to

the forum;

• defining the forum membership;

• setting the tone of discussion;

• reminding individuals when necessary of the code of ethics and

importance of civility in discourse, as well as dealing with significant

violations;

• responding to complaints about people's participation in the forum;

and

• conducting other administrative tasks as needed.

The Vice-Presidents' review group may close a forum if the moderator does

not effectively carry out the designated duties or acts in a way that undermines

the free exchange of ideas and views in a civil manner.

Complaints about postings to a forum should be directed to the moderator of

the forum. The moderator may seek advice, if needed, from the sponsoring

organisation, from the Director of Information Technology Services, the chair

of the IT Committee, or from the appropriate Vice-President.

This policy document is reviewed annually by the Information Technology

Committee, soliciting comment from the campus community, and posted on

the Information Technology Services policy web page.
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2.4 Introduction to PHP

What have sprint.ca, livebid.amazon.com, xoom.com, and mp3.lycos.com in

common? All employ one of the Web's most up-to-date server side

technologies: PHP, the PHP Hypertext Preprocessor.

While the success of open source software, like Linux or Apache, has been

documented extensively throughout all mainstream media, the rise of PHP has

gone largely unnoticed. Still, the Web scripting language PHP is the most

popular module for the Apache Web server, according to a E-Soft survey

(http://www.e-softinc.com/survey/). Netcraft studies have found that PHP is in

use on over 6% of all Web domains in the wond (see

http://www.netcraft.com/survey). That is an incredible market penetration for a

rather specialised product. This popularity continues to rise exponentially, with

the new version 4.0 just around the comer. Increasingly, this is being reflected

in traditional media: By May 2000, more than 20 books about PHP have been

published in different languages, with more in the pipeline. Commercial players

are beginning to join the bandwagon: PHP is included with Web servers, for

example C2's Stronghold, and Linux distributions. A new company, Zend

Technologies, has been formed to provide commercial add-ons and support

for PHP. A long list of large-scale Web sites employ PHP as well as hundreds

of thousands small to medium Web sites. Enough reasons to take a closer look

at PHP.

2.4.1 What Is PHP?

PHP is a programming language, used on the server to create dynamic Web

pages. The principles of this technology are similar to Allaire's ColdFusion,

Mod_Pen, Sun's JSP, or Microsoft's ASP, which all address one problem. As

Web sites and intranets get larger and more complex, static HTML files hit their
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limits. Today, the Web is an interactive, transaction-oriented business platform,

featuring advanced Web-based applications such as online commerce,

business information systems, and collaborative computing environments. To

develop such applications, you need a technology to generate dynamic

content for Web pages.

Traditionally, developers have used CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts

for interaction with users, querying databases, and so forth. However, because

CGI scripts are separate software programs, which get executed as

stand-alone processes whenever a user requests the script, scalability was

lacking - CGI scripts could quickly consume' all available memory and CPU

power. Enter PHP: Rasmus Lerdorf, a then Toronto-based IT-consultant,

developed PHP in late 1994 as a quick hack to embed macros into HTML

pages, to avoid the forking of extemal programs. When he decided to make his

project open source, it proved to be popular, and users started to contribute to

it. In 1997, Zeev Suraski and Andi Gutmans, two developers from Israel,

rewrote the core engine of PHP, the language parser, and made a complete

programming language out of a pet project. The current rewrite, PHP 4.0, is

again much cleaner, especially with complex scripts and when used in

business environments.

2.4.2 Architecture Overview

Working with PHP leads to three-tier architecture in such a coherent way that

many developers do not even notice it. In the first tier there is a thin client 

translated to the world of Web applications, this would be the browser. The

middle tier (application server} is obviously PHP and the Web server as host

application, while the third tier consists of a database system.

PHP scripts are often embedded in the HTML code of page, and then get
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parsed on the server-side - the browser sees plain HTML only. A typical

Hello-World script looks like this:

<html>

<? Print ("Hello World!");?>

</html>

This is the method that novice developers find the easiest to work with. Larger

and more complex applications usually go other routes, to enforce a cleaner

separation of layout and application logic. When embedding the script directly

in HTML, average, HTML-literate Web designers cannot easily edit the

contents of the page without being familiar with the scripting language used.

PHP offers a variety of libraries to work with page templates, which solve this

problem, and introduce an efficient development methodology and simplify

maintenance. This way, developers focus on the application logic, and

designers can change the layout of a dynamic page without involving the

developer or interfering with the program logic. This translates into faster

application development, and makes maintenance tasks easier by diViding

them into content and logic tasks, which can be handled by separate team

members.

PHP needs not be used for Web development exclusively. It can also be

compiled as stand-alone script interpreter, and handles simple system

administration tasks as well. For example, one could use a small PHP script to

send daily statistics from your e-commerce application. In version 4.0, the

language core engine, the Zend parser, has been abstracted enough to be

embeddable in other technologies. Rumours go that it is planned to integrate

PHP as stored procedure language into the popular MySQL database system.
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2.4.3 New challenges

As has been shows, the new opportunities created by the Web bring new

challenges to IT organisations building the applications. Choosing the right

technology is critical to the success of any Web application development

project. The main challenges are an increased demand on productivity,

connectivity, portability and performance.

2.4.4 PHP Meets Development Challenges

The first advantage of PHP was one common to many open source projects: it

simply delivered, while other technologies were still vapor ware. PHP

pre-dates ASP, Mod_Per!, and ColdFusion by at least 12 months. Over the

years, PHP had the opportunity to strenghten its core base and to integrate

more features and today provides a base that can easily stand out in the

increasingly crowded server-side application development platform market, as

the following points will show.

2.4.5 Faster time to market

The development time of Web applications is measured in days and weeks 

dinosaur projects spanning multiple years belong to an era which many Web

developers do not even remember. IT managers and developers are struggling

to keep up with this pressure, and demand high productivity from their

development environments.

Per! is a general scripting language, Java is a full-fledged, complex

programming language, Visual Basic Script and JSscript have been

post-integrated into ASP - PHP, on the other hand, was built with the needs of

Web developers in mind. In Web application development, there is no problem

that cannot be rectified by PHP.
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Unlike other cumbersome, overhead-laden approaches, PHP is lightweight

and focused on the Web - where it can solve complex problem scenarios

quicker and more easily than comparable technologies.

The syntax and grammatical structure of PHP resembles the e programming

language with the complexity (for example, memory management, pointers,

and strong typing) taken out. The developers of PHP are not hesitant to

integrate the best features of other languages, though, so there are elements

of Pert and Java in PHP as well. For programmers familiar with e, Pert, or Java,

it is a matter of days to get acquainted with PHP. Thanks to the excellent

reference manual, anyone developers can probably produce small database

enabled applications after just one aftemoon.

2.4.6 Abundant connectivity

And there is a lot to explore. For example, PHP implements native interface to

a wide variety of database engines, from Open Source systems like MySOL or

PostgreSQL, to commercial products like Oracle, SOL Server, OB2, and many

more. The native database access offers better performance and tighter

control than layered access methods such as OOBe (which is still available for

databases not supported natively). Especially on the Web, a fast response

time is crucial for the success of applications.

Besides databases, PHP supports most current Intemet standards: IMAP, FTP,

POP, XML, WOOX, LOAP, NIS, and SNMP - to list only a few of the acronyms.

For corporate and IT needs, this simply means that PHP is able to talk to

different standards and technologies with ease: All from one common tool set,

without the need for expensive third party modules.
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2.4.7 Leveraging enterprise logic

I hear you say already: "Nice features - but unfortunately, we've all of our

business logic already developed with Foo", where Foo stands for Java

classes, Enterprise Java Beans, or COM components, depending on the

corporate bias. Since version 4.0, however, PHP supports direct access to

Java objects on any system with a Java Virtual Machine available, as well as

distributed COM on Windows. Multiple Web applications can reuse the same

components. This enables the user to keep his business logic in separate

components, and to use PHP for what it does best, and where it outperforms

its altematives: Web application development. This means a significantly lower

cost of ownership, because it enables business to control existing technology

and develop new applications in an easier way.

2.4.8 Portability

When mentioning Java, one if its key features comes to mind instantly:

portability. PHP could be integrated only as module into the Apache Web

server, or run as a separate CGI program, which would eliminate many of

PHP's speed benefits. In version 4.0, however, the Web server interface

(Server API, or SAPI) has been abstracted, and PHP now integrates well with

different Web servers: iPlanetlNetscape Enterprise Server, liS, Apache, Zeus,

fhttpd, and so forth. Platform independence has always been an advantage of

PHP. It runs on all popular Unix platforms, including Linux, on Windows, on

MacOS, and even on OS/2.

Portability is the key to scalable applications. It is possible run the same

application on a low-scale Linux box and on a high-end Solaris machine,

without being concemed about platform-specific features. In addition, PHP

interfaces transparently with clustering solutions from simple Round Robin IP
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clusters to advanced Cisco solutions.

The broad platform support can be attributed directly to the fact that PHP is

distributed with full source code. Anyone with the necessary skills can port

PHP to a new operating system. The resulting modifications to the core system

can then be contributed back to the community.

2.4.9 Open source

Open Source software in general means a number of significant advantages

for the corporate IT infrastructure. Because the full source code is available, it

can be inspectedin thorough security audits. If third parties find security issues,

these are usually fixed within hours or days. If no one is going to do it, the

client can fix this by himself. Because the full code is readily available, the use

is no longer external software manufacturers.

Then there is the community. Free help is available from mailing lists,

newsgroups, and IRC channels. The PHP core developers participate in these

support forums, and provide developers with top-level advice -usually within

hours. In the very near future, even more commercial support options will be

available.

Open Source brings with it that rough edges are corrected promptly, and that

the overall strategy is unbureaucratically adjusted to new requirements. For

example, originally no one had thought that PHP would be used in most

sophisticated business scenarios, and only version 4.0 is really prepared for

that environment.

2.4.10 Conclusion

Considering the vastly growing number of servers on which PHP is now
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running, taking a look at the huge step PHP made from version 4.0 to version

5.0, and seeing its mature and .up-to-date base, PHP has surely become what

it has been aiming at: a great tool for rapid development of stable and fast Web

applications. If the user's business relies on Web applications, you should

certainly consider PHP. Gone are the days, when a business could post static

pages on a Web site - today, sophisticated Web applications demand that

companies use technologies that can provide them with rapid development,

performance, scalability, openness, and security - and PHP is a strong option

in the Web application development area.
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CHAPTER 3 Methodologies and Research Plan

3.1 Design Methodologies

Generally product development for conventional software systems use a

variation on the "Waterfall" methodology referred to as the "Software

Development Life Cycle".

Project
R.equest

Analysis~

Design~

Implementation~

lvIaintennnce~

Figure 3-1 Waterfall developing method

One view of this methodology is illustrated above. As one stage of the life cycle

is filled, i.e. completed, then the next stage commences. Each stage has a

deliverable associated with it.

The method that we are going to use to develop multimedia applications is not

dissimilar to the conventional life cycle. An overview of the design method is

illustrated.
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The project outcome and scope are defined, together with constraints.

Deliverable: Project Plan

We build an understanding of the system under study, with attention paid to

those elements relevant to the "project".

Deliverable: Systems Requirements

We propose a change to the system, or we present and contrast several

alternatives, with recommendation.

Deliverable: System Design

We build or modify the system, properly test it, install it and train the audience.

Deliverable: System and Its Documentation

Problems with the system are corrected, and required enhancements are

addressed.

Deliverable: Updated System and Documentation

Project Design

Jl
Analysis

Jl
Design

Jl
Implementation

Figure 3-2 Developing process

3.2 Developing language

PHP stands for: PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor. It is a simple open source
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server-side scripting language that is widely used on web servers. The current

version (PHP4) limited implementation of object-oriented programming. It

supports class definitions, member functions, and inheritance.

But it doesn't support multiple inheritances and real encapsulation (because

member attributes can't be privately defined). Also the support for

polymorphism is in its infancy. With the upcoming introduction of version 5

most of these problems will be solved.

3.2.1 PHP and Design

Before talking about design pattems we should have a look at what a good

design can offer you while programming web applications. As I stated before,

PHP is a simple scripting language. Some people think that men should never

use objects because functions and simple pages will do. For some situations

this is certainly true, but in others you might want a higher level of abstraction.

Here are some features that a good design can offer you. A good design can

increase the following properties:

• readability

• reusability

• simplicity

• modularity

• portability

• adaptability

• maintainability

• extendibility

As you can imagine most of these features are very important for web

applications bigger than a few pages.

3.2.2 Introduction to Design Patterns

Design pattems are written descriptions of well-known solutions to common
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design problems. Design patterns are a form of reuse: if one person writes it

down, many people can use the same ideas in their own designs. A design

pattern consists of the following elements:

• Name used to identify the pattern

• Problem what problem is attacked with this pattern?

• Context in what context should this pattern be applied?

• Solution & Consequences the solution for the stated problem and its

consequences

3.2.3 Layers in Web Programming

Web programming is concerned with many layers. These are: human

computer interaction, interface design, information design, scripting, code

library development, database design. We could envision them in the following

diagram:

Human computer interaction

User interface design

Information design

Scripting

Code library development

Database design

Figure 3-3 Programming layers

A design pattem for web programming exists in one of these layers. It is good

to know at which layer the design pattern has to be applied. With this layering
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you get insight to what extend the design patterns is language or domain

specific. Design patterns residing in the scripting layer will of course be more

language specific than one residing on the user interface design layer.

3.2.4 Common web programming problems

Multiple Presentations: Most of the web applications are accessible via the

intemet. That means that people from all over the world can access these

applications. Therefore it's often important to offer multiple presentations of the

same application. Think for example about an international website that needs

support for different languages or needs support for different currencies.

Navigation: One of the most important aspects in web design is navigation

and information design. Users need always to be able to recognize their

position within the website. In a site without a clear and structured navigation it

is hard to find what you are looking for.

There exist a lot of navigation structures nowadays. Choosing what kind of

navigation best fits your site is not always straightforward.

Database operations: Nearly every large website gets its content from a

separate database. It is very important to think about how you are going to

make use of that database; how you are going to access it. For example:

putting your SQl-queries directly in the PHP-page where you need them is not

a good way of using the database. If the database structure changes, you have

to manually update all the separate queries in the different PHP-pages.

Authentication, sessions, etc.: User- or session tracking is done to provide

personalized websites for the user. In earlier times, web programmers had to

do the session handling manually but since the introduction of PHP4 there are

several standard functions for automatic authentication and session tracking.
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Therefore it is not really a big problem anymore.

3.2.5 Design Patterns for Web Programming in PHP

Singleton pattern

Name: Singleton

Problem: You need exactly one global instance of a class and a global point of

access to it.

Context: Any

Solution & Consequences: Make an encapsulated static variable holding the

single instance of a class. Provide a get-method that: has a static variable for

holding the one and only instance instantiates the instance if it does not exist

already returns the instance.

This method returns the one and only instance of the class. So from the

performance point of view you gain a lot. The singleton pattem prevents the

application for rnaking unnecessary many objects, which results in a

performance gain.

Implementation: There are some problems with implementing the singleton

pattern in PHP:

• In PHP4 it is not possible to define static variables in a class. But

we definitely need a static variable to store the instance. Happily

we can define static variables in a function.

• PHP did not support static methods but the latest version of PHP4

you can just call a method like this: class: method O. This is used in

the implementation example.

Strategy pattern

Name: Strategy

Problem: You need several different strategies that solve the same problem to

be easily interchangeable with each other. For example, a website with
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support for multiple languages and currencies.

Context: Any

Solution & Consequences: Solution:

• Create a super class (Strategy) that is used as a shared interface

for the concrete strategy classes.

• Define a subclass (ConcreteStragegy) for each strategy needed,

that overrides the member functions of the super class.

• Create a reference in your PHP application to one of the sub

classes (the concrete strategy that you need) and use this

reference throughout your program.

The consequence is that in the PHP-application you can freely change the

reference from one subclass to another (from one concrete strategy to another)

because they now have the same interface.

PHP does not support interfaces, so you are not forced to stick to the interface

of the super class. It is your own responsibility to check if you stick to the

interface.

UML diagram:

Strat£>gy

If

C:oncr~t? Stra~g'j A Concr£>lf> Stralf>gy B

Figure 34 UML diagram

Implementation: In this example implementation we want to print a list of names.

We want two strategies: one for printing the list lexicographically ascending,
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and one for printing the list lexicographically descending.

Model View Controller pattern

Name: Model View Controller

Problem: You want to be able to change the appearance (UI) of your web

application from time to time, or you want to offer multiple Uls for the same

application in an easy manner.

Context: Changing or multiple Uls for the same application

Solution & Consequences: Divide your application into 3 parts:

The Model (Processing): the model is a representation of the data and the

possible operations on it.

The View (Output): the view renders the contents of the model. It is a view on

the model.

The Controller (Input): the controller translates interactions with the view into

actions to be performed by the model.

Implementation: This is a sketch of an implementation of a MVC-pattem applied

to a web shop. In this example the user can look up a product, or add a product

to the system.

Let us have a look at the controller component. I found some implementations

of the MVC-pattem for PHP that have a separate class for the controller part.

That class is used in the PHP-fiIe the user requested. This suggests that the

controller class is the controller component of the MVC-pattem. This is not a

nice way to apply this pattem to PHP.

In this way the controller class is just a subset of the functionality of the

controller component. The controller class and PHP -le together are the

controller component in the MVC-pattem. Because the functionality done in
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the PHP-file also belongs to the controller, it is the part that interacts with the

user.

A better way of applying the MVC-pattem is to look at the PHP-file as the

controller component, so the controller component is the PHP-file itself:

Controller
; ir.:lex.php'

M:.del
tencapsulated data!

Figure 3-5 MVC pattern

These calls are normally made by the same (if you extend this controller) or

other controllers with the same model and view. With this implementation we

have a separation of the model, view and the controller. As you can see now, it
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is rather easy to plug-in a new View class resulting in a new UI for your web

application.

Session object pattern

All the previous pattems are projections of existing pattem onto PHP. I mean,

they are general (and mostly Object Oriented) pattems that are adapted to be

used in PHP. The now following pattem is a new pattem that I would like to

introduce. It is a solution that I have used very often in my history as a web

programmer.

Name: Session Object

Problem: You are programming a web application that makes use of sessions

and you want to remember the information about the session (throughout the

session) in an organized and structured way. E.g. keep the shopping basket

content available throughout the session in a web shop.

Context: Web applications with sessions. Session information has to be

available throughout the session.

Solution & Consequences: Create a class definition that represents the

information that needs to be available throughout the session. At the top of

each PHP-page:

• Start or continue a session.

• Register a session variable(for holding the session object)

• Check if a session object exists, if not: create an instance of the

class(defined earlier) and assign it to the session variable.

Now you can always access the session information in an organized way (via

an object) and that object will be available during the whole session.

Normally objects do not live very long in PHP, because they only exist during

the time of processing the PHP-page (mostly just a fraction of a second).
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When you call a page, the objects are created and they are used for the

processing of the page. After the result has been sent back to the user, all

variables, including the objects, will be lost. With this pattem you register an

object as a session variable. That means that, after the processing of the page,

the object is stored in a text file together with the rest of the session information.

At the time you that you load the session again(in another page request), the

object will be loaded again and will be available in your application.

This is a stripped version of a Shopping Basket object that I used in web shops store the

products chosen I selected by the user.

3.2.6 Problem and Pattern matching

In the beginning of this essay I stated some common problems. Afterwards I

introduced a few PHP-pattems. In this section I want to make a matching of

problems to a few important pattems.

Multiple presentations MVC pattem.

Navigation this is not a typically PHP problem, for navigational pattems.

Database operations Adaptor pattem (GoF) (convert the database interface to

an easy to use interface by making use of an adaptor class) not discussed in

this essay, but the Adaptor pattem is easy to project on PHP.

Authentication and sessions Session Object pattem.

These are some matching that I find very useful. This is not intended to be an

exhausting list.

3.2.7 Conclusion

At first sight projecting known pattems to PHP looks quite easy. But if you take

a closer look and try to implement such pattems in PHP you will probably

figure out that there are some more problems to solve than you thought of in

the beginning. That is why there are a lot of PHP pattems floating over the
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intemet with poor quality.

These problems are mainly due to the fact that PHP is not a real object

oriented language and that the most pattems are object oriented. So we can

conclude that pattems depend on language expressiveness. In the future it will

be easier to map these (00-) pattems to PHP because with the introduction of

newer versions the 00 support in PHP will become more mature.

It is important to know that pattems do not have to be object oriented.

3.3 Organizational Structure and Interfaces

Our development group is made up of seven members. Five of us are masters

in IT department of Peninsula Technikon. We are in charge of developing

different modules of the Leaming Management System. Team members have

been assigned a role according to their personal strengths. Currently acting as

the Team's Project Manager is Mr. Bennett Alexander. His duties include

organizing tasks, delegating parts to the team members who can best

accommodate the workload, and holding Team members accountable for the

work they promise to perform. Acting as Executive Secretary is Reneat. She is

responsible for include taking notes in Peer review meetings, IT Department

supervisor meetings, and developers meetings. These notes are posted to a

website and individual member accessible can access the information, so that

follow-up can be performed for any task delegated or discussed in previous

meetings. We have made it a high priority to be on time with all project phases

and thus the schedule arrangement by developers is crucial. My responsibility

to analyze the time reqUired for developing discussion forum model phase and

outline an allotted time in which the development process must begin and end.

In Peer review meetings, to measure progress and offer suggestions to further

benefit the efficiency with which the developer performs. We also assimilate

individual hours worked each week and present them to the Intemal
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Supervisor: Mr. Bennett Alexander. These hours are used to measure overall

work perfonmed on the project thus far. Each position is important in its own

right. The developer is responsible for the overall look, feel, and readability of

all chapters presented to our Intemal Supervisor. The technical content

supervisor, Mr. Bennett Alexander is responsible for the feasibility of all Project

design structures and implementation schemes. Mr. Bennett Alexander is also

responsible for implementing open source packages and linking them to each

other in our testing environment. The follow table displays the roles of each

phase.

Major Activities AUTHOR ISUPERVISOR

Software System Proposal Of Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Discussion Forum Alexander

Software Project Management Plan Of Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Discussion Forum Alexander

Software Requirements Specification Of Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Discussion Forum Alexander

Software Design of Discussion Forum Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Alexander

Code Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Alexander

System Test Chapter Of Discussion Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Forum Alexander

System Test Report Of Discussion Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Forum Alexander

Dissertation Zhanyu Wang Mr. Bennett

Alexander

Table 3-1 Roles of major activities
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3.4 Project Management and Control

This section describes in detail how the plan is kept current, how the project is

managed, how progress is measured, how schedules are tracked, what

specific methodology is used for software development, and how verification

and validation is conducted. It also discusses the method the developer

intends to use to deliver the system.

3.4.1 How the plan is kept current

If the need arises to update the Management Plan, or any other chapter, a

change request is given to the developer. The developer makes the necessary

changes, and appends information about the change to the end of the chapter.

3.4.2 How the Project is managed

All the members rely on daily communication to ensure that the project is being

well-managed. At least once a week the intemal supervisor keeps the

developer up-to-date on current progress and upcoming deadlines. The

Project Manager Delegates tasks to an appropriate developer based on the

schedule, the developer is then held accountable for completing these tasks

on time. Mr. Bennett Alexander currently assumes the ITMPT Project

Management role and tasks are delegated to the appropriate members

according to job title and emphasis strengths. As these tasks are completed, a

peer review between group members occurs where suggestions and special

details are given. When all tasks are completed, the chapter is synchronized

for grammar usage and reading flow. Once the chapter is in its first draft form,

it is presented to the intemal supervisor and retumed with further suggestions

for revision. The developer resynchronizes the chapter after the revisions are

completed and a second draft is presented. The department supervisor may

retum minor revisions and the chapter is presented to the users after these

revisions have been addressed. A chapter is considered to be in the baseline
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stage once it has been signed by the internal supervisor. Once a chapter has

reached the baseline stage, the developer starts working on the next chapter.

3.4.3 How progress is measured

A critical aspect of the Software Project Management Plan concerns the

completion of work products. Progress is measured as a function of parts

completed for the deliverable in question. These elements are delegated by

the internal supervisor and are reviewed, refined, and revised in-department

meetings. The Project Schedule tracks where start and deadline dates have

been suggested for each phases and is used to ensure developer completes

tasks before they are to be delivered. The date on which a work product is

deemed complete is termed a milestone. In order to determine whether a work

product has indeed reached a milestone, it must first pass a series of reviews

performed by Team members, the developers, and the internal supervisor. A

typical milestone is the date on which the design is completed and passes

review. Once a work product has been reviewed and agreed upon, it becomes

a baseline and can be changed only through formal procedures. After the HOD

of IT Department signs the chapters for baseline validation, the developer will

moves into the next required stage of the process cycle.

3.4.4 How schedules are tracked

To ensure that deadlines are being met, the developer will keep schedules

current and up to date by recording development's progress in each phase.

3.4.5 What specific methodology is used for software development

The following is a collection of techniques adopted throughout the complete life

cycle:

Discover the customer's needs and desires.
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Define flexible functions to accommodate these needs.

Propose these solutions to the customer through formal communication

chapters and contracts.

Remain open for customer feedback, comments, and revisions.

Design the functions that fall within the scope of the application to be

integrated inside LMS.

Present a testing version to be tested by the customer for functionality and

approval.

Revise any components that need additional attention.

Present the finished product with all required documentation.

3.4.6 How verification and validation is conducted

Verification and validation occurs as a series of steps involving peer reviews,

developers, and eventually an intemal supervisor. Each phase may occur

multiple times before the final version is created and all parties have come to a

mutual agreement.

3.4.7 Verifying that the product designed conforms

Verification of project conformance to users' requirements is a high priority in

users' reviews. Each need is revaluated to assure that features and

functionality of the system cover the users' requirements. Amendments to this

Software Requirements Specification are made if any additional functions or

features are needed, after which they are then agreed upon by the users and

developer.

3.4.8 Validating the requirements satisfy the users need

The developer is responsible for holding the users accountable to suggest
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whether these needs are covered or whether additional functions must be

implemented to cover any special cases the users may have.

3.5 Delivery plan:

1. Deliver and install module on LMS.

2. Test module by itself.

3. Test module after integration with rest of system.

4. Have users verify that the module adheres to its requirements.

5. Go back to step #1 until the entire system has been integrated, tested, and

accepted.

3.6 Project management objectives and priorities

Our goals are to learn as much as possible about the technology used in our

project and about software engineering in general. In order to do this the

developer works hard to plan ahead by scheduling meetings that is an

effective use of Team members' time. The developer also practices and

examines waterfall engineering methodology through development process.

Meetings are seen as a high priority. They are scheduled in the following

manner:

Regularly scheduled meetings take place Saturday.

Online Teleconferencing meetings are scheduled as needed.

Phone bridge meetings are conducted at the onset of any new phases, and as

needed thereafter.

Late night school meetings occur before the final draft of any phases is due

The developer meets with supervisor Mr. Bennett Alexander every Saturday

between 9:00pm and 12:00am to leam about software engineering, and to be
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briefed on details of the work we are doing.

The developer, once a week, goes over the progress to get tips on improving

the phases.

The agenda for the meetings are set at the preceding meeting when possible,

but time is always set aside to work on any new issues that may arise. The

agenda is posted in the 'minutes' section.

The developer will keep track of the hours he spend on the project, then at the

end of the week, hours are sent to supervisor Mr. Bennett Alexander.

3.7 Assumptions. dependencies, and constraints

It is assumed by the developer that the need for a developing a document of

LMS really exists, and that because of this need, existing LMS will work in a

cooperative effort to help the developer complete all aspects of the

requirements of project on the progress and requirements of project.

Additionally, the developer is assuming that MySQL is a viable option for a

database. The developer also assumes that users at LMS use common web

browsers, such as Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Intemet Explorer. Also,

that user at LMS has an existing email system that developer can use to send

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) mail. Finally, the developer assumes

the project is intended for a staff of 100 users or less.

The developer uses-open source code when deemed valuable to extend the

functionality of the product. The developer is required to create original code

and configuration parameters in order to make the system unique and to meet

the customer's specific needs. It may require substantial time to leam and

install these packages; there would be greater limitations to the complexity of

the features included in the System. LMS utilize open source products

whenever feasible and develop and integrate the product into their existing
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systems.

It is also critical that the system not be dependent on a product where there

could be problems integrating and using the software.

At the time of delivery, LMS will provide a server environment where the

product and any other required software are installed.

The developer will provide detailed documentation of the project to show how

database schemas can be easily created inside the delivered source code,

and how each portion of the system is used. Once the developer completes

the primary deliverables, we will also include documentation to describe how to

extend the capabilities.

3.8 Risk management

Risk: Solution: Severity:

Loss of Member Role SWitching Serious

Loss of DataIWork Backup Plan Minor

Sponsor not available Continue the Project using current Moderate

assumptions

Deficiency in one or more Seek an altemate software Serious

of the other programs that solution, if this fails, negotiate a

we require change in the requirements with

the Sponsor

Loss of Sponsor Seek an alternative Sponsor that Serious
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can use as much of the work that

we have already done on a new

Project

Hardware failure Set up a new box running Linux if Moderate

we need to Moderate

Missing requirements after Consult with the Supervisor and Moderate

the Software Sponsor, and update the Software

Requirements Requirements Specification with a

Specification has been change form.

baseline

Table 3-2 Risk management

The project takes extreme precautionary measures to ensure the safety of all

data produced for the developer. Through the incorporation of an automated

process, redundant versions of all files are created on three physically

separated servers. A batch process has been created which has two jobs

running off developer computer every night. The first job, which starts at

3:00AM nightly, authenticates automatically into the group's remote file

transfer protocol (FTP), ITMPT.homepage.com/staff, and fully backs up all

data to developer. At 4:00AM developer's computer synchronizes with the

group's practice implementation environment Linux Sever computer so that

this third machine becomes aware of any changes made to the

homepage.com/staff directories. Through this method, three redundant

fail-safe versions of data are created nightly.

3.9 Schedule control

Current progress of the task at hand is compared against the baseline for
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particular task. As development progresses, the Team makes estimates about

the time needed to finish the task. As the Team gets closer to the baseline,

these estimates will govem the pace needed to meet the baseline. Once a task

meets the baseline in the estimated time, the task is marked finished and

development moves on to the next task. However, in the event the Team

needs more time than the baseline, the rollover will affect the baselines for

remaining tasks.

3.10 Issue resolution

One-on-one (personal) issues should be dealt with privately, if those problems

cannot be solved, the problem is brought to the group's attention and the group

works on solving it. Technical issues need to be agreed upon by the developer

and the supervisor if necessary. The Project Manager holds one-on-one

conferences with the members to discuss any issues that may come up, and to

ensure that everyone is working to their best ability.

3.11 Technical process

This section defines the general technical issues of the project, and describes

the tools and techniques that developer to develop the system. It specifies the

development methodologies, programming languages, and identifies what

tools and techniques are used to specify, design, build, test, integrate, chapter

and deliver the project's work products.

Formal project chapters

All the formal project chapters are written in and managed using Microsoft

Office 2000. Chapters with low complexity are written in Word. More complex

chapters are written in Word, plus other Microsoft applications and are

combined using Microsoft Binder. The Change Control features within Office

2000 are utilized to assist the group members in identifying and tracking

changes. However, the security features are not utilized; passwords within
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chapters are not set because the group members feel that this would not

enhance productivity.

All group members are required to contribute to each formal chapter. This

presents a problem with managing change control. If two group members

download, modify, and upload a change to a chapter, there is a chance that

one person's work may be lost. To minimize the chances of this occurring,

each group member must follow this process.

1. Inform other group members using both email and Ica that you intend on

working on a chapter.

2. Download the largest revision number file.

3. Make changes

4. Make certain that someone else has not uploaded a larger numbered file

5. Upload changed file

6. Inform other group members, again, using email and Ica that a new version

has been posted.

Software package configuration files

Configuration files control the behaviour of the software modules. For

example, the configuration file, which controls the Apache server, is named

httpd.conf. It is managed with the Concurrent Versions System (CVS). The

process that group members use with CVS is as follows:

1. Check out a local copy of the file. Either use the cvs checkout <directory>

command from a L1NUX workstation, or use the Windows WinCVS

(http://www.wincvs.org/ ) to check it out.

2. Make the necessary changes to the local copy using an approved editor.
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3. Before checking in the changes, run the cvs update to examine any changes

have been committed by other Team members.

4. Commit the changes with the cvs commit command.

Web based help files

The Web based help files are written using Microsoft Word 2000. They are

managed just like the fonmal chapters with respect to version control.

Web template files

The web template files are used to create a consistent look-and-teel to all the

web pages and tonms. The template files are treated similar to source code

with respect to version control. They are edited with a text editor and managed

with CVS.

The Inc and PHP driven scripts

As users access the system, they activate the PHP processing scripts, which

are to be written in PHP. Additionally, there are some regularly public Class or

Function files will created, which are also activated by PHP. These files are

written in PHP as .inc scripts. Both the PHP scripts and the inc scripts are

managed using CVS as described in the "Software Package" section above.

Tables

The tables are treated as though they are application configuration files and

are managed similarly.

3.12 Software Documentation

The software documentation is kept in the same servers and directories as the
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source code itself. It is managed using the same tools as the source code. In

fact, the software documentation will become the code. The HTML template

files contain comments, which are the software documentation. The Technical

Chapter Manager provides several template files that include examples. The

templates are specialized for specific types of tasks. For example

template-facetemp.inc is a template for building interface based PHP

programs. Another example would be: template-db.inc which is a connection

to the MySQL database server. Included in the template are sections and

examples for documentation, inclUding .php and .inc. Each template contains

instructions regarding how to re-name the template, check it into CVS, and

how to make changes. The dates which the design was reviewed, who

reviewed it, and when it was baseline approved appear within each file. Any

changes beyond the baseline must also be reviewed and approved.

3.13 ACTIVITIES

This section outlines the tasks that need to be performed throughout the

project, and how developer manages the budget and schedule of the project.

Activities and Tasks

The sequence of work activities to be performed over the life of the Project is

identified below. Each phase contains a set of tasks that lead to the completion

and approval of a baseline product for that phase.

Phase Task I Deliverable

Conceptual study Identify project Prepare project Software

and literature review proposal background and

literature review

chapter
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Project Management Plan ,prepare Software Project Software

Plan Management Plan Project

Management

Plan

Software Complete requirement analysis Software

Requirement Prepare technical specification Requirements

Generation Specification

Software Design Prepare architectural design Software

Prepare detailed design Design

Chapter

Implementation Write Code Code

Perform unit testing

Perform integration testing

System Testing Prepare system tests System Test

Perform system testing Chapter,

Results

Engineering Report Write whole document for project dissertation

Table 3-3 Tasks to be performed

3.14 Resource Requirements

The developers of project spends an average of 20 hours a week on the

project making a total of 3200 man-hours by project completion time and also

needs access to a high quality printer and paper to print the deliverables

required throughout the Project. On the days the developers convene with our

intemal supervisor Mr. Bennett Alexander, meetings generate unseen costs

incurred through Mr. Bennett Alexander. Potential miscellaneous unseen costs

may also occur due to meeting room occupation and scheduling.
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Chapter 4 Requirement

4.1 Discussion Forum

The Discussion Forum is a communication tool that can be used to enhance a
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course site. It is designed for asynchronous use (users are not present at the

same time to converse on-line). An additional advantage of the discussion

board is that student conversations are logged and organized. Conversations

are grouped into threads that contain a main posting and all related replies.

To design and implementation of a Discussion Forum object to function within

the architectural constraints of an existing OSS leaming management system

with all the features below:

4.2 Definition

Admin Control Panel

The Admin Control Panel (AdminCP) is, as the title suggests, the area is for

the administrator configures and sets up their board.

Only administrators have access to the AdminCP.

Administrator

An administrator is person with permissions to access the AdminCP where

he/she can control the configuration and settings of their forums and users.

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange

Avatar

An avatar is a small image that users can include in their profile and will be

displayed on every post they make.

There are two types of avatars, predefined and custom:

• Predefined avatars are images that the board administrator has made

available to use.

• Custom avatars are images created by the user that are uploaded to

the board.
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BB Code

BB Codes, sometimes referred to as vB Codes, are a used to replace the need

for html tags when formatting text in posts.

Bulletin Board

A Bulletin Board is a software package designed to allow users to carry on

conversations via the intemet. Unlike chat software. the threads and

messages are stored on the server and can be accessed by users until the

board administrator deletes them. allowing the conversations to continue over

long periods of time.

Category

A Category is a heading used to group forums that are similar in content or

theme.

CGI Shebang

A CGI Shebang is the path to your PHP installation. If your server is running

PHP as CGI you may be required to have this at the top of your website's php

pages.

Cookie

A cookie is a file that is created and stored on a computer that contains

information about a user or users' preferences when vieWing certain web

pages.

CSS

CSS is short for Cascading Style Sheets. These are a means of controlling the

display qualities of a webpage. vBulletin makes extensive use of CSS.
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Domain

A domain is a name leased to identify your website on the intenet.

DST

Daylight Savings Time

FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions

Firewall

A firewall is an application running on a computer to prevent unwanted

connections to be made to that computer. Firewalls protect both incoming and

outgoing traffic on a computer.

FTP

FTP is short for File Transfer Protocol. This is a means of uploading files to

your website.

Guest

A 'guest' is any visitor to your board who is not logged-in as a member.

This could be because they have not yet registered, or because they are a

registered member who has logged out.

HTML

Hyper Text Markup Language. This is the language behind the World Wide

Web. It defines how a page should look to visitors with a web browser.

HTTP
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Hyper Text Transfer Protocol. This protocol defines how computers

communicate with each other over the Internet when webpages are requested

by a web browser.

IP Address

An IP Address is a 4 section string of numbers used by the internet to locate a

website. It is much like a telephone number for your site.

An example would be IP Address 66.135.192.87 is for ebay.com

Localhost

localhost is the default host address of a computer on which a service is

running.

localhost uses the reserved loopback IP address 127.0.0.1.

Member

A member is a registered user on your board.

Moderator

A Moderator is a user appointed by the Administrator who is put in charge of

maintaining a forum or forums. The duties can include delting offensive or

inappropriate posts, pruning old threads and banning users from their

particular forum(s).

MySQL

MySOl is a database management system that uses SOL. vBulletin uses this

to store and retreive all the data from your board.
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PHP

PHP Hypertext Preprocessor

PHP is a script language and interpreter.

phpMyAdmin

Graphical User Interface (GUI) for MySQL available from

http://wvvw.phpmyadmin.net

Post

An individual message entered by a user, making up a part of a thread.

Prune

Prune is to delete a large number of posts and/or threads from your message

board. This is often used as a step in maintaining a small database. To prune

messages you would do so through the Admin Control Panel under the

Threads / Posts heading or from the Forum Tools menu within a particular

forum. This option only shows up if you have permission to use it.

Replacement Variable

Replacement Variables allow you to globally replace text with altemative text

anywhere in your forum.

Server

A server is a computer that accepts connections from other computers for the

purpose of exchanging information.

Spider

A spider is a program or script that systematically follows URLs on a page

gathering information.
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Typically search engines use spiders to gather information from web sites to

increase there search index.

Example search engine spiders:

• Googlebot

• Iycos

• askjeeves

• scooter

• fast-webcrawler

• slurp@inktomi

• tumitinbot

SSH

SSH (Server Shell) is a secure server-side application that allows you to run

command line functions on your website.

You will need to check with your hosting company to see if it is available with

your hosting package

Sticky Thread

A sticky thread is a thread that always shows at the top of the threads listed in

a forum.

Making a thread sticky is part of the Thread Tools that are available to

Adminstrators and Moderators.

Telnet

Telnet is a server-side application that allows you to run command line

functions on your website.
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You will need to check with your hosting company to see if it is available with

your hosting package.

Thread

A thread is a collection of posts usually with a common subject matter.

URL

Unifonm Resource Locator. This is the address of a server and it allows

computers to route traffic between each other on the Intemet.

User

A User is a registered member of the Forum.

User Control Panel

The User Control Panel (UserCP) is the area of the forums where members

can administer there own profile preference, such as signatures, avatars.

Usergroup

A usergroup is a means of grouping users together, all of whom will have the

same penmissions.

WYSIWYG

Acronym for: What You See Is What You Get

XHTML

Extensible Hyper Text Mari<up Language. This is a language similar to HTML

but with stricter rules. To find out more about XHTML please visit the World

Wide Web Consortium.
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xss

XSS stands for Cross Site Scripting. Cross Site Scripting is usually a sign of

vulnerability in a software application or script. This allows infonnation to be

exchanged with one or more computers without verifying the factuality of that

infonnation.

4.3 Forum Features

4.3.1 General Features

• Scalable solution - database server and web servers can reside on

separate machines.

• MySQL back-end database

• The founn can be run on any machine that can support PHP and

MySQL (Solaris, BSD, Linux, Windows, Mac)

• Written in PHP which makes for a fast and efficient product

• Admin Control Panel

• Moderator Control Panel

• User Control Panel

4.3.2 General Forum Features

Threads

• Thread display options - sort by, sort order, from date

• Thread and forum subscription (notification by emall optional)

• Thread preview on mouse-over (optional, via Admin CP)

• Active Users viewing thread shown

• New Post Indicator

• Printer Friendly versions on threads

• Admin tools for Threads - editldeletefmove!lock/Make sticky! etc
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• Email page to a friend option

• Similar Threads displayed on all thread views

Posts

• Linear, Threaded, Hybrid display views available

• Supports BB Code in posts

• Supports HTML in post

• Smilies

• Avatars

• Optional WYSIWYG or standard editors for posts and Private Messages

• Attachment images (.gif,.jpg, etc) are no longer in the database

(optional, via Admin ep)

• Quick reply box (with optional "forced" click on post to quote)

• PreView post option

• Post rating

• User reputation

• Polls

• Post Reporting - report posts to moderators

• User post count

• Adnnin tools for Posts - edit/delete!move! etc

• Preview safe attachments

Members

•

•

•

•

•

•

Member List

Member Search

User Style picker

Private Messaging

Buddy list

Member Birthdays shown on Fonum home
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Calendar Features

• Supports multiple private and public calendars

• Viewable public and private events (adminCP option)

• Weekly, monthly and yearly views

• Jump to Today option

• Add single, ranged or recurring events

• Add all day events

• Option to show calendar event on forum home page (adminCP option)

• Show events to specific usergroups (adminCP option)

• Calendar Moderation

• Private events reminder

• Ability to add custom fields

General

•

•

Who's online

Search

4.3.3 User Control Panel Features

Editable user profile

This information can be viewed by other members from the

member list. Custom user title, URL home page, date of birth,

instant messaging medium, location, occupation, biography,

interests, vB version, plus any other custom user fields that may

be defined by the administrator

Profile pictures

Allows members to upload pictures that can be viewed in the

users' profile.
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Private Messaging

• Pop-up notification when new PM received

• Private Message Tracking

• Private Message filing in custom folders

User Options

These include Daylight Savings options, forum style chooser,

selection of notification types for PM, emails etc, thread display

options, WYSIWYG editor options, language chooser, vCard

downloads to allow the user profile to be placed into an address

book

Attachment Management

•

•

•

View attachment statistics - shows limit and used space

View the attachments you have posted (link or thumbnail views

available)

Remove attachments

Avatar Options

•

•

Admin Defined Avatars

Custom Avatars - upload from your own computer or specify a URL

General

•

•

•

•

View and manage subscribed threads and forums

Calendar event reminders for subscribed events

Pop-up auto-refreshing buddy list with ICO-style alerts when new

buddies come online

Signature Editor
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• Email and password changes require current password

• Joinable Public User Groups

4.3.4 Admin Control Panel Features

Styling & Templates

• Template system

• Conditionals supported in the templates

• Ability to create multiple styles which can be applied to different forums

and users

• Ability to upload / download styles and languages

Language & Phrase Management

• Language manager - allows you to easily translate you forums in any

language

• Multiple languages supported

• Phrase manager

Users & User groups

•

•

•

•

•

User registration options

User banning (by name & IP)

Global ignore user aka 'Tachy goes to Coventry' - when enabled all

posts by the specified user will be ignored/unseen by other members.

Automatically added to the all users ignore lists

Unlimited Moderators and SuperModerators

Permission system, based on user, user group or forums

Board Maintenance

• Task Scheduler
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• Control Panel, Moderator & Task logs

• Board statistics

• Maintenance - Database backups, table repair

• Post Pruning

Moderation

• Moderation queues for user registration and posting

• Calendar moderation

Import Facility

• Import facility - import posts and members seamlessly upgrade from

other bulletin board systems, including Infopop's Ultimate Bulletin Board,

UBBThreads, OpenTopic, ezboard, and Ikonboard

Attachments

•

•

•

•

Multiple attachments and types (types defined by admin in CP)

Attachment thumbnails (requires PHP to have GO enabled)

Storage type options for attachments (database or file system)

Attachment moderation

General

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multiple calendars supported

Paid Subscriptions (PayPal, WorldPay, NOCHEX and Authorize. net)

Private forums

COPPA compliant

Server Settings and Optimization options configurable via the adminCP

Editable FAO for your own boards

Context sensitive help throughout the adminCP
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Chapter 5 Project Design

5.1 Template based discussion system

The structure of online discussions is an important aspect involved with

encouraging collaborative learning. It requires planning and management

(Mason 1998. Laurillard 2002). To assist in this the following web-based online

discussion model (Figure 1) is proposed.
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Respcn:jers

Retrieve

Retrieve

Facilitator
Save

Save

Figure 5-1 Proposed online discussion model

System: Actors & components

1. Facilitator: the instructor or moderator who controls the on line discussion as

controller.

2. Responders: students who responds to facilitator's question/task or other

students' postings.

3. Discussion Template: discussion questions and stored settings from the

control panel.

4. Control Panel: allows the facilitator to configure each discussion.

5. Discussion Forum: a password protected web interface where responders

post their messages. On submission each message is automatically saved.
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6. Assessment: allows the facilitator to access different responses and mark

them.

5.2 Expected benefits

The proposed system should provide the following benefits -

5.2.1 Structured discussion objectives

In online discussions, the nature and structure of discussion questions is very

important (Muilenburg & Berge 2002). The proposed model will help enforce

this by providing a template-building environment for the facilitator. Rather

than settle for questions that concentrate on recall, more creative examples

can be built into the templates. These might include -

• Rating altemative information sources

• Evaluating a list of altematives based on multiple criteria.

• Electronic Brainstorming for a specific question or issue.

(Salter, 2002)

• Group outlining to generate or group ideas into a familiar

hierarchical structure. (GroupSystems.com, 2002)

• Providing an annotated bibliography

• Voting and survey questions

• In particular, this will assist those teachers who are new to

onfine discussions to set meaningful discussion questions

that encourage evaluation and/or deep leaming.

5.2.2 Students' interest and reusability of their work

Specific and well-structured discussions questions are more likely to hold

students' interest especially when there is some assessment weighting
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attached to it. Student work is not necessarily discarded when the semester is

over. With permission, this work can be analyzed or built upon by students in

future semesters. By supplying samples of good quality previous work the

authors have noted anecdotally that the standard for subsequent semesters

continues to increase. In other cases, students have analyzed the previous

work in a new manner. For example, student ratings on an issue from a

previous discussion can be collated and graphed.

5.2.3 Well managed discussions

Discussion management is a challenging aspect of online discussions,

especially in an educational environment (Burford & Cooper, 2003). It is also a

very time consuming job (Laurillard, 2002). For example, without a set ending

date, discussions can be viewed as 'never-ending' and the purpose can be lost.

Having set opening and closing times for a discussion helps avoid information

overload and keeps students focused on the task (Salter, 2000). The proposed

system allows the facilitator to have much more control over the management

of the discussion.

5.2.4 Assessment

Assessment in discussion forums is gaining importance (Mochizuki, 2003). In

educational environments, assessment is linked to leaming outcomes which in

tum are linked to learning activities (Burford & Cooper, 2003). The proposed

system assists teachers if they want to include assessment weightings and

provides a facility for marking. Rather than simply using a quantitative system

for marking (eg. number of posts) a more qualitative approach can be taken.

For example, students may have to submit a draft version for others to critique

before producing a final version (Salter, 2000). Using the system both the final

version and the critiques could easily be marked.
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5.3 Architecture of the system

Understanding the architecture of Forum will help you get a grasp on the way

that it works, and is easier than it may seem. The system can be broken down

into four simple layers. The four layers are stacked on top of one another, and

each layer is dependent on particular aspects of the layer below it.

Encore Layer

Admin Svslem User Centre Main Forum

Admimstrative
Te·::>I,

Simplex Layer Development
Teds

Figure 5-2 Architecture of the system

The bottommost later is the database layer. This layer is the database that you

are using, whether it is MySOL or SOL Server, Simplex's binary file database

or another. The database is where all your forum messages, users and other

data are stored. Sitting on top of this is an interface that allows programs to

interact with the database. The details of this are fairly complicated, but suffice

it to say that the next layer up, Simplex, needs this interface to communicate

with your database.

Simplex is capable of adding, editing, deleting and extracting meaningful

information from your database, and uses all that in conjunction with special
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templates to create web pages for display. Simplex has its own administrative

and development tools for creating entire applications based on these

capabilities.

As such, we are led to the final layer, which is Encore layer. Encore is a set of

files providing instructions to Simplex. These files include various settings,

tables of data for the database, forms for interacting with the database and

templates for Simplex to use when generating web pages to view.

Because of this close relationship, you will find that some tasks that you wish

to perform must be done in the Encore layer and others in the Simplex layer.

As a general, but not definitive rule, those in the Simplex layer tend to be lower

level, database interaction type tasks, whereas those in the Encore layer are

more forum organization and moderation tasks.

Simplex also gives you tremendous power to customize the system, giving you

all the design and development tools that you need to modify the forum for

your exact needs.

Encore consists of three major areas, which will be addressed in this section 

the forum, user centre and admin system.

5.4 The forum

The forum area forms the bulk of the system, and is where discussion takes

place.
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Figure 5-3 Message hierarchy

The opening page of the forum is the Topic Index page. This is usually the

page that you will want to direct your users to. The topic index page lists a

series of major subject areas for discussion, called Topics. Only administrators

can create these topics. For organizational and display purposes, topics are

grouped into Categories. A category may contain any number of topics, but

each topic can belong to only one category.

Within each topic, users can post Subtopics. A topic can contain any number

of subtopics, but each subtopic can belong to only one topic. Within each

subtopic, users can post Messages, also called Replies. A subtopic can

contain any number of messages, but each message can belong to only one

subtopic. Subtopics are listed in their relevant topic ordered by the time at

which the last message in them was posted, most recent first. Messages are

listed in their subtopic ordered by the time at which they were posted, oldest
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first.

When a user posts a reply to a subtopic, that subtopic moves back to the top of

its topic page.

A member list, search page, rules page, help page and a few other features

are also available through the forum area. These features are fairly

self-explanatory, and are best learnt by exploration. If you do go exploring the

forum area, you can hold your mouse cursor over any icon to see the function

that it performs.

5.4.1 The user centre

The term user refers to any visitor to your forum who is reading or posting

messages.

Registered users are those who have signed up for a user account in your

forum. When registering, a user receives a unique usemame and a password

for logging in. Each user has a profile and a status. A user's profile contains

various snippets of information, such as their e-mail address, real name and

location. The information here is usually entered by them, and can be changed

by them. A user's status contains information that they are not usually able to

edit themselves. This includes their number of posts, registration date, date of

their last post and so on.

An Unregistered user is a visitor who is reading or posting messages, but who

has not registered their own user account. Generally, these users have access

to fewer features than registered users. They cannot participate in chats or
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vote in polls. for example.

You may choose to make registration compulsory for a user to be able to read

or post to the forum. You may also choose to disable registered users and

stick to unregistered users if you wish. A spectrum of possibilities is available

in between.

When a registered user logs in. their information is saved in a cookie in their

browser. A cookie is a small snippet of information about them, in this case

containing some login information. The cookie will automatically log them into

password protected areas, as long as it remains intact. If it is removed for any

reason. the user will need to log in again. creating a new cookie for them.

Some users are also given moderation privileges. These privileges may allow

them to do such things as edit messages on the board. modify the profiles of

other users or even ban a user from accessing the forum. Such users are

generally called moderators. and there will generally be only a few on a forum,

perhaps just you. The task of moderators is to keep the forum in order. keep

discussion on topic and make sure that no one is being mistreated.

The user centre is where registered users can visit to update their profile. send

private messages to other users and make use of the many other features

available. Moderators can also access their specially assigned areas through

this section. When accessing this area. a user will be asked to log in if their

details are not already saved to a cookie.
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The first page of the user centre will be a menu listing all areas available. Only

those areas that the user has permission to access are displayed. These may

include mailing list newsletter subscriptions, subtopic subscriptions, the user's

profile and private messaging. If the user is a moderator, they may include IP

banning pages, message reports, pre-moderation pages and access to the

forum's built-in mailing list.

5.4.2 The admin system

The admin system, called a file interface in Simplex jargon, is where you can

set up and configure your forum and its various features. Only administrators

can access this area, but they usually have full access to all of its features. The

features available through the admin system are more permanent features that

need only be accessed occasionally. For example, while the user centre is

accessed for the purpose of completing regular tasks, the admin system is

accessed for tasks more along the lines of adding and editing topics,

rearranging user groups, performing maintenance tasks and changing your

forum's colors and style - all things that tend to be set up once and only

reviewed occasionally.

If your login details are not saved to a cookie, you will be asked to log in when

trying to access this page. You should log in using your own

Finally, some administrative tasks that you may wish to perform are actually

part of the Simplex admin system rather than the Encore system. These

include such tasks as specifying acceptable HTML tags in posts, viewing log

files and statistics, changing the date and time formats and specifying

acceptable extensions and file sizes for attachments. All such tasks can be

completed through the File settings and Log manager pages of the Simplex
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admin system. Note that before accessing these pages, you will need to open

your Encore file - named "Forum" by default.

5.5 Features

This section is meant to give a very brief introduction to some of the major

features of Forum, and how they are used. It is not meant to be exhaustive, but

rather to guide you as you familiarize yourself with the system.

5.5.1 Discussions, advertisements, polls and chat

When a user posts a subtopic, they must choose of which type that subtopic

should be. User group and topic permissions govem which types a user is able

to post.

Discussions are the standard subtopic type, and will presumably form the bulk

of your forum.

When posting a discussion subtopic, an initial message is posted to begin

discussion. Users can then post further replies to this initial message. Most

users would be familiar with these as the standard of all message boards

across the web.

Advertisements are a subtopic similar to a classified ad that you may see in a

newspaper.

When posting an advertisement, an initial message is posted, as with a

discussion, but a user may also attach a graphic to accompany their

advertisement. Advertisement subtopics begin locked, meaning that other
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users cannot post replies to them. It is, however, possible for a moderator to

unlock such a subtopic to open it up for discussion.

Poll sUbtopics are similar to the discussion variety, but come with an extra user

poll accompanied by voting form and graph of results. When posting such a

subtopic, an initial message is posted, along with a question and up to twelve

multiple-choice responses to make up the poll. Other users can then vote in

the poll for their chosen option, as well as post replies to the initial message.

Chat subtopics are designed for real time conversation rather than the

post-response model of the other subtopic types. A chat subtopic is posted

with a simple introductory text to the subject of conversation. The subtopic

then has its very own chat room in which users can discuss together. It is also

possible to post replies to the subtopic, although no initial message is posted

and the emphasis is on the real-time chat rather than the message replies. The

reply system could be used to post useful excerpts from a conversation in the

chat room, for example.

5.5.2 Mailing list

The mailing list allows you to communicate in bulk, bye-mail, to all users of

your forum. The mailing list is arranged into newsletters. Each newsletter

represents a regularly distributed news bulletin, forum update, topical article or

any other sort of message that you may wish to send. Users are able to

subscribe and unsubscribe from each of these newsletters through their user

centre.

Users belonging to groups with appropriate permissions (by default, the
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Administrator group only) can choose to send off a mailing list message at any

time. Three types of mailing list message exist. An issue is a regular, usually

planned, edition of one of your newsletters. It is sent only to those users who

have subscribed to the relevant newsletter. An announcement is a message

sent to all subscribers of a particular newsletter, but usually regards a one-off

administrative matter rather than a planned, topical edition of the newsletter. A

broadcast is sent to all members of the forum, regardless of how many or

which newsletters they are subscribed to.

To receive e-mail from the mailing list, a user obViously needs to have a valid

e-mail address entered into their profile. A user can also order back issues of

any newsletter through the newsletters page of their user centre. These back

issues are sent automatically and immediately. Back issues of announcements

and broadcasts are not available.

5.5.3 Moderation

Once you have your forum up and running, the most common administrative

task that you will need to perform is moderating messages and users.

Moderation involves such tasks as editing messages with inappropriate

content, moving messages to more appropriate topic areas, splitting off

discussions to form new subtopics, banning users or deleting messages in

extreme cases, and dealing with any incidents on the board that may require

some authoritative intervention.

Also, when making a post you may notice that your posting form is larger and

contains more options than that of standard users. Users belonging to groups

with moderation privileges are able to use special icons, leave public and

private notes on posts and moderate subtopics as they post to them. For

example, when posting a reply to a subtopic, you could move it to another topic
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at the same time. This is designed for convenience, and to let you achieve

multiple tasks in one hit. It also allows you, for example, to lock a subtopic

while posting a final reply explaining why it was locked.

When moderating subtopics, there are a few terms that you will want to

become familiar with.

First, locking a subtopic will prevent users from posting any further messages

in it. Similarly, closing a chat or poll will prevent users from chatting or voting in

it, respectively. The tenms lock and close are often used interchangeably, as

they effectively have the same meaning in this context.

Condemning a subtopic will not prevent users from posting in it, but unlike a

regular subtopic, new posts will not bring it back to the top of its topic. This sort

of action is usually reserved for argumentative, disruptive or offensive posts. In

addition, condemned subtopics are displayed with a special damaged or bumt

icon, and are faded in their topic's list as if partially removed.

They will also not come up in search results. While discussion can continue in

them, they should soon be out of the way of users interested in more fruitful

discussion - as new posts in other subtopics will bring their listing above that of

the condemned subtopic. In more serious cases, it is possible to both lock and

condemn a subtopic, or even delete it entirely.

Making a subtopic persistent is on a more positive note. Persistent sUbtopics

are displayed at the very top of their topic list, regardless of the time at which
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their last post was made. They are also highlighted so as to attract a little more

attention. Persistent subtopics are perfect for displaying announcements, or for

creating a permanent chat room in each topic.

5.5.4 Message reports and pre-moderation

Two other useful tools are in your moderator arsenal. Users can assist you in

moderation by reporting inappropriate or offensive messages, and you may

also choose to view and approve all new posts before they are actually

displayed publicly on the forum.

Message reports are a quick and anonymous way for users to pass pointers on

to moderators. If enabled, all messages are accompanied by a message report

icon. Clicking this icon will bring up a brief form for a user to fill in. The form

only asks for a few general classification type details and a brief comment.

Moderators with message moderation permissions can deal with outstanding

message reports by following the appropriate link in their user centre. All

message reports from users are recorded anonymously.

Pre-moderation of posts can be activated for all posts in a specific topic, or for

all posts made by users of a specific user group. If a user posts a subtopic or

message while under premeditation, their post will not immediately be

displayed in the forum. Instead, it will join a queue of posts awaiting approval

by moderators. These posts can be reviewed, approved and rejected by a

moderator by following the appropriate link in their user centre.

5.5.5 Troublesome users

IP banning is available for assisting in banning troublesome users from

accessing or posting to the forum. It is also possible to lock or delete individual
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user accounts if you wish. IP banning can be made by individuallP addresses

or by giving IP address pattems to block a large number of addresses.

IP banning is a fairly technical and in depth subject that is not addressed here.

5.5.6 Maintaining the forum

Another important part of running the forum is maintenance. Maintenance is

usually in regard to validating post counts that may be a little out of whack,

cleaning out broken database records and removing old messages from the

forum to free up resources.

These sorts of activities are best run regularly, but not necessarily often, as

they can be qUite server intensive. Running them every few weeks or months

is perhaps quite sufficient, unless you notice problems that may be a little more

urgent

5.5.7 Subtopic subscriptions

Subtopic subscriptions allow a user to receive notification through their e-mail

address when a new message is posted in reply to a subtopic. A user may

subscribe to a subtopic in one of two ways. The first is to check the relevant

box when posting in it. which asks whether the user would like to subscribe or

not. The second is to click the subscribe link at the bottom of any subtopic

page.

A user may manage their subtopic subscriptions through the Subtopic

subscriptions page in their User Centre. This page allows them to both visit

and unsubscribe from any currently subscribed subtopics. Note that in order to

receive any e-mail notification messages, a user must also have checked the
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option in their user profile to allow the sending of such e-mails.

When a user is sent an e-mail notification message for a subtopic, they are

immediately unsubscribed from it. This ensures that they are not flooded with

e-mails if many posts are made to a subtopic. They may presubscribed either

by posting again, using the subscription link at the bottom of a subtopic page,

or clicking the link provided in their e-mail notification message.

5.5.8 Linear and threaded views

The most popular discussion fonmats are the linear and threaded fonmats. It

more naturally supports the linear fonmat, but a threaded alternative is

provided.

The linear fonmat presents all messages in a subtopic one after the other, in

chronological order. If a user posts a message, that message appears at the

end of the list. The threaded, or tree fonmat, presents messages it what looks

like a directory structure. Users reply to individual posts, with their messages

branching out underneath the message to which they replied, rather than being

added to the end of the list. When reading in threaded view, only one message

can be viewed at a time, whereas in linear view, messages will be divided into

pages of around twenty, depending on your settings, and users can view one

page at a time, rather like the results from a search engine.

Different users prefer the different fonmats, when clicking the title of a subtopic

to view its messages, the linear fonmat is used. A user may click the small tree

icon nearby, however, to view the subtopic in threaded fonmat.

On any subtopic page, there is also a link at the bottom of the page to obtain
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the threaded view.

A note on how the linear and threaded views co-exist would not go astray.

When in the linear view, clicking the Post reply link at the top or bottom of the

page will mean that the post to be made is considered to be a reply to the

original post in the subtopic. For the sake of the threaded view, this means that

the post will come under the first post in the tree. Still when in linear view,

clicking the Quote icon next to any message in order to post a reply will result

in the reply coming under that message in the threaded view. When viewing in

threaded mode, choosing to reply will result in your message coming under the

post that you were viewing at the time you clicked the reply link. If you were not

viewing any message at the time, it will be considered to have been made in

response to the original message in the subtopic.

5.5.9 Searching

Searching features will be provided at three levels. Users may search through

the posts of a single subtopic, a whole topic area, or the entire forum. Links are

provided for searching topics and subtopics at the bottom of any of their pages.

The link on the main menu bar at the top of the forum can be used for

searching the entire forum.

5.5.10 Subtopic ratings

Subtopic ratings allow users to rate any subtopics that they have read for the

benefit of other users. Users may rate a subtopic simply as "positive" or

"negative", with links provided for this at the bottom of the subtopic's page.

Once at least three votes have been received for a subtopic, its rating will

begin being displayed with its topic listing. The rating is given as a number of
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ticks out of three. Zero ticks indicates that less than one sixth of votes have

been positive, one tick that less than half have been positive, two that more

than half have been positive and three that more than five sixths have been

positive.

5.5.11 Member list

The member list is accessible through the link on the main navigation bar at

the top of all forum pages. It lists all users who have chosen to be listed there,

with three different sorting orders provided - alphabetical, number of posts and

registration date. Contact and other details of each user are available if the

user has made them so, and a link is available to the user's profile page for

even more information.

5.5.12 View new posts

Many options are provided throughout the forum to "view new posts" or "view

unread posts".

The two are different terms for the same feature. Such an option is proVided for

the forum as a whole, individual topics and individuai subtopics, in a similar

way to searching. Links are provided at the bottom of the topic index, topic and

subtopic pages. Subtopic listings also provide a link, as does the welcome

message to registered users when they visit the forum home page.

A post is considered new to the user if it has been posted since the user's last

visit to the forum. The time used is that stored in the user's cookie. As such, a

user must have cookies enabled in order to make use of this feature.
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5.5.13 Form mailer

All users' e-mail addresses are hidden from public view. This stops the

harvesting of member addresses for bulk e-mail campaigns or other arguably

unethical behavior. However, users can still e-mail other users by using the

form mailer provided. This method hides the e-mail address of the recipient

from the sender, but reveals the e-mail address of the sender to the recipient.

assuming that they have one entered in their profile.

The form mailer is only accessible by clicking the e-mail link on a user's

member listing, profile page or one of their posts. A user may also choose not

to have such a link displayed.

5.5.14 Tell a friend

The tell-a-friend feature allows users to invite their friends to join in discussions

on the forum and send those links to posts that they may be interested in. The

friend will receive an e-mail with a link to the page where the tell-a-friend link

was clicked. You can customize the e-mail message yourself through the

Encore admin system. While the inviting user can set the subject of the

message themselves, they cannot customize the body of the message. The

idea of this is to stop the tell-a-friend form from being used for commercial

solicitations or spam.

5.5.15 private messaging

Private messaging is an altemative to e-mail if members wish to have any

private contact. It is accessible through the User Centre. Users should find it

very similar to their usual e-mail account, with an inbox and outbox, marking of

unread messages, flagging of messages, forwarding, replying and other such

things. Messages are addressed by forum usemame rather than any sort of
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e-mail or private messaging address.

With the correct option enabled in their profile, users can also receive e-mail

notification when they receive new private messages, in a similar way to

subtopic subscriptions.

5.5.16 Rich message options

This option provides a range of rich text options for messages, including smiley

faces, subtopic icons, a crude language filter, HTML formatting and automatic

URL and e-mail hyper!inking. Note that it does not have any sort of "BB" code

as other systems have. Proper handling of HTML has been implemented

instead so as to provide formatting via a common language that many users

will already be familiar with.

All rich text handling options are actually handled through Simplex rather than

Encore. Simply log into your Simplex admin system, open the Forum file and

access the File settings page.

This page contains a myriad of options, the rich text features included. The rich

text features are towards the bottom of the page.

Some features, such as the crude language filter, smiley faces and sUbtopic

icons, can also be managed through the Forum Settings page of the Encore

admin system.

5.5.17 Printer friendly pages

All subtopic pages can be viewed in a format that is simpler and more
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appropriate for printing.

5.5.18 File attachments

A single file may be uploaded and attached to a message when a user is

posting. A field is provided for this on the posting form. For security reasons, it

is possible to limit the allowable extensions and sizes of uploaded files. These

security settings are available through the File settings page of the Forum file

in the Simplex admin system.

5.6 System features and functionality

Feature Purpose User Process Outcome

Administrator To verify an administrator's Administrator 1. Display a login page Re-display login

Authentication usemame and password 2. Verify usemame and password page (requesting

Required Fields: submitted by administrator against the user to re-Iogin)

1. Usemame database or list

2. Password administrator

Feature To allow administrator to Administrator 1. Display a menu with feature options Access the web

Selection select a feature: page performing

1. create/edit/delete a forum the selected

2. delete forum messages feature

3. addledit/delete a

moderator

4. add/edit/delete an

administrator

5. manage restricted word

list

Create a New To create a new discussion Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Discussion forum enter data success page

Forum Required Fields: 2. Validate that all required fields have

1. discussion forum name been entered

Note: more than one forum 3. Enter new forum information into

- can have the same name database

Edit Forum To change the appearance Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Properties of forum and to add or delete select a forum to edit success page

a forum password 2. Provide a form for administrator to

Forum Properties: change forum properties

1. Forum Name 3. Change forum properties in

2. Default Sort database- 107



3. Password

4. Background Calor

5. Font Calor

6. Font Type

7. Banner Background Calor

8. Banner Font Calor

Note: All forum properties

I
are required except for

password

Delete forum To delete forum messages Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Messages select a forum to delete messages from success page

2. Provide a fonm for administrator to

I
select one or more messages to delete

3. Display a page to verify deletion of

forum messages

4. Delete messages from database

Delete a To delete a discussion forum Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Discussion Note: An administrator view select one or more forums to delete success page

Forum cannot sort messages 2. Display a page to verify deletion of

intended for deletion by forums selected by user

subject, author, date or 3. Delete forum, forum messages, and

thread. Messages are forum moderators from database

I
automatically sorted by date. (moderators will not be deleted the

The sort feature will be database but their ability to

added in a future moderate the deleted forum will be
I

implementation of deleted from database)
I

Discussion Forum

Management System.

Add a To add a moderatorto the Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to enter Display a

moderator Discussion Forum new moderator information and to select success page

Management forums that the moderator is responsible

System for moderating

Required Fields: 2. If requested usemame is already in

1. First Name the database, continue to display duplicate

2. Last Name usemame error page until administrator

3 Email enters a usemame that is not already in

4. Usemame database.

5. Password 3. Enter new moderator information

into database

I I
I To edit a moderator's Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Edit a information select a moderator to edrt success page

Moderator Required Fields: 2. Provide a form for administrator to
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1. First Name edit moderator information

2. Last Name 3. If administrator changes usemame

3. Email and the new usemame is already in the

4. Usemame database, continue to display duplicate

5. Passwond usemame error page until administrator

enters a usemame that is not already in

database.

4. Change moderator infomnation in the

database

Delete a To delete a moderator from Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Moderator the database select a moderator to delete success page

2. Display a page to verify deletion of

moderator

3. Delete moderator from database

Manage To add or delete words from 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Restricted the restricted wand list select wands to delete from restricted success page

Words List Note: Words in message words list and to add at least three wands

SUbjects, bodies and authors to the restricted wands list

containing a word added to 2. Delete words from restricted words

the restricted word list will be list in database

replaced with ·XXX· 3. Add wonds to restricted wands list in

I database

4. Replace new restricted wond(s) found in

I
any message subjects, authors, or bodies

with ·XXX·

Add an To add a administrator to the Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Administrator Discussion Forum enter new administrator information success page

Management System 2. If requested usemame is already in

Required Fields: the database, continue to display

1 First Name duplicate usemame error page until

2 Last Name administrator enters a usemame that is

3. Email not already in database.

4. Usemame 3. Enter new administrator information

I 5. Passwond into database

Edit an To edit an administrator's Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Administrator information select an administrator to edit success page

Required Fields: 2. Provide a form for administrator to

1. First Name edit an administrator's information

2. Last Name 3. If administrator changes usemame

3. Email and the new usemame is aiready in

4. Usemame the database, continue to display

5. Password duplicate usemame error page until

administrator enters a usemame that is
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not already in database.

4. Change administrator information in

the database

Delete an To delete a moderator from Administrator 1. Provide a form for administrator to Display a

Administrator the database select an administrator to delete success page

2. Display a page to verify deletion of

administrator

3. Delete administrator from database

Moderator To verify a moderator's Administrator 1. Dispiay a iogin page Re-<lisplay login

Authentication usemame 2. Verify usemame and password page (requesting

and password submitted by moderator against the user to re-Iogin)

Required Fields: database or list moderator

1. Usemame features

2. Password

Enter Moderator To view moderator forums Administrator 1. Provide a list of forums that the Display Forum

Forums moderator moderates Message View

2. Display message view of messages of select forum

in forum (see Message Forum View

feature below)

Enter All ITo view all forums Moderator SEE FORUM SELECTION BELOW

Forums

Delete Forum To delete forum messages Moderator 1. Provide a fonn for moderator to Display a

Messages using select a forum to delete messages success page

I
different sorts from

Sort types: 2. Provide a fonn for moderator to

1. Sort by Date select one or mOre messages to

2. Sort by Author delete using different sort views

3. Sort by Subject 3. Delete messages from database

4. Sort by Thread

Edit Forum To change the appearance Moderator 1. Provide a form for moderator to Display a

Properties of forum and to add or delete seiect a forum to edit success page

a forum password 2. Provide a fonn for moderator to

I
Forum Properties: change forum properties

1. Defauit Sort 3. Change forum properties in

2. Password database

3. Background Calor

4. Font Calor

5. FontType

6. Banner Background Calor

I 7. Banner Font Coior
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Note: Only the Administrator

can change the forum name.

All fields are required except

for password

Update Allow authenticated user to Moderator 1. Provide a form for moderator to edit Dispiaya

Moderator change his or her personal his or her information success page

Personal infonnation. 2. Change moderator information in the

Information Required Fields: database

1. First Name

2. Last Name

3. Email

Note: Only the administrator

can change the moderator's

usemame and password

Forum Allow user to select a forum Administrator, 1. Provide a list of forums that the user can Re-<Jisplay login

Selection I to read and post messages Moderator, choose to enter page (requesting

Authentication Forum User 2. If forum is password protected, provide user to re-Iogin)

a form for user to enter forum password or go to Forum

3. Verify password submitted against Message View

the database for select forum

1

4. Go to Forum Message View (sorted by

default sort)

I Forum Message To view forum messages by Administrator, 1. Display all messages in forum select by Display page
,

View thread. date, subject, or Moderator, user sorted by the default sort. Provide according to sort

author on forum message Forum User links for user to select a different sort view. selected

view page

Post Message To allow forum user to post a Administrator, 1. Display a page with a form to enter Display "Thank

new Moderator, a new message You" page with

message to the forum Forum User 2. Validate that all required fields have options to post

Required Fields: been entered (The date field will be another

1, Author automatically generated) message or

2. Subject 3. Validate that all words in the return to forum

3. Message Body authors, subject, and message body message view

are not on the restricted words list page

4. If message author, subject or body

contains a word on the restricted

word list, replace word with XXX

5. Add message to database

Post Reply To allow forum user to post a Administrator, 1. Display a page with a form to enter a Display Thank

reply to a message in the Moderator, reply to message YDU page with

forum Forum User 2. Validate that all required fields have options to post

Required Fields: been entered (The date field will be another

1. Author automatically generated) message or
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2. Subject 3. Validate that all words in the authors, return to forum

3. Message Body subject, and message body are not on the message view

restricted words list page

4. If message author, subject or body

contains a word on the restricted word list,

replace word with XXX

5. Add message to database

Table 5-1 System features and functionality
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Chapter 6 Case Study

6.1 Introduction

The Discussion Forum is a communication tool that can be used to enhance a

course site. It is designed for asynchronous use (users are not present at the

same time to converse on-line). An additional advantage of the discussion

board is that student conversations are logged and organized. Conversations

are grouped into threads that contain a main posting and all related replies.

Discussion is a very important factor for success in education and to cultivate

this habit. The discussion forum talks on various issues and is managed by

students themselves. The discussion forum also serves as a useful resource

generator since students may raise queries regarding educational subjects

and students or their instructors may again answer these. In simple words the

discussion forums acts like a FAQ on various issues of interest. Since these

discussion forums are split into sections and subjects, it is easy for someone to

locate something that interests them. Once a student replies to a particular

message on a discussion forum, all registered users of that forum are

intimated through the web mail facility, thus keeping the discussion active and

interesting for all involved.

6.1.1 What is KEWL

The Knowledge Environment for Web-based Leaming (KEWL) was developed

at the University of the Westem Cape to facilitate research into online leaming

by Derek Keats and a team of developers. We wanted to have a compre

hensive leaming management tool that we could modify and use to investigate

the on line leaming process. Although it was initiated and funded as a research
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project, it soon became apparent that KEWL could serve the online leaming

needs of the University of the Westem Cape. A number of courses at UWC are

now run either fully online using KEWL, or use KEWL to supplement traditional

teaching-and-Ieaming. KEWL is used for marks administration by all courses

at UWC, irrespective of whether they are online or not. Aside from UWC itself,

KEWL is already in use by the NetTel@Africa project, a consortium of eight

universities in Africa and four in the USA that are offering an online masters in

ICT policy and regulation (http://www.nettelafrica.org;

http://eleam.nettelafrica.org).ltis also the basis for the Intemational Ocean

Institute Virtual University, an incipient global programme in Ocean Policy, Law

of the Sea and Coastal Management (http://www.ioivu.org). Experimental

KEWL installations have been done in Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania,

Turkey, China Canada and the UK (AVOIR Concept Proposal- Keates UWC)

The KEWL.NextGen application framework is based on a close approximation

of the model, view, controller (MVC) design pattern, which separates an

application's data model, user interface and control logic into three separate

components. This enables changes to be made to one component without

impacting on the others. Since the model is usually stable, separating it from

the view and controller logic that a changed often during development leads to

more robust applications that are easier to maintain.

In the case of KEWL.NextGen, the model represents the data as the main

application object that is manipulated. The framework provides a data

connection base class that can be extended by table-specific module classes

to act as the code for manipulation of the model (data). The data model class

for a module resides in the /modules/modulename/c1asses/ folder, and as a

naming convention should be called db Tab/ename_class_inc.php, where
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Tablename is the name of the table to which it connects. There will often be

more than one model class used to support a module, and one model class

may connect to more than one table via SOL joins and unions.

The constructor for the data connection class, and any other classes that

extend the framework, is a method that must always be called inltO. This

method executes any code that is required to be executed during construction,

such as creating instances of commonly required objects. Below is an

example of the init constructor from the helloworld example application:

24: function initO

25: {

26: $this->objUser =& $this->getObject('user', 'security');

27: $this->objHelp=& $this->getObject('helplink','help');

28: }

It instantiates the user class and the help class that will be used in the module.

The controller consists of at least one file, contoller.php, that extends the

controller base class. The controller resides in Imodules/modulenamel and

must be called controller.php. The class defined in the controller main file must

be the same as the name of the module. For example, a module named blog

will have a controller.php file that contains the following code:

class blog extends controller

{

}
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The controller may make use of additional classes that make up the module,

and assist the controller in doing its work.

Before delving deeper into the MVC architecture, it is necessary to discuss the

modular framework structure of KEWL.NextGen. This is just an overview, we

will retum to this in the chapter on building modules with the KEWL.NextGen

application framework. The MVC architecture is implemented in the

framework using the "front-controller" web application style. This means that

every URI that references the application is processed by a single front script,

which then dispatches the code to the appropriate module code depending on

the URI path/parameters. The benefit here is that all requests go through a

single point, allowing global modifications to behaviour and output. Thus, a

typical URI for a KEWL.NextGen application will have the form:

http://localhostlindex.php?module=_default or

http://localhostlindex.php?module=blog, etc.

The only file ever called directly is index.php, which has passed to it the

module code of the module to execute.

The view aspect of the MVC approach to the application framework is provided

in the form of a three-level template system that uses only PHP templates and

does not at this stage support a templating engine. There are three levels of

templates in the KEWL.NextGen View, a page template, a layout template and

a content template. These can be thought of as having a nested structure, in

which the page template sets up the page, puts in a banner and closes the

page. The layout template defines any additional layout elements for the page,

and the content template controls the display of the output of the controller

onto the page. The framework itself provides default page and layout
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templates, allowing most modules to only be concemed with the content

template.

ItemplatesllayoutldefaulUayouupl.php

,-1.)--:::
1.),-
3

U

1.)--.~-
Imodulesfmodulenamel
" templates/name_tpl. php

Figure 6-1 MVC approach

However, there will be times when the default page template is not adequate,

for example, if you want to display output without using a banner such as on a

popup window. For such cases, you can over-ride the default page or layout

templates by including the following line of code in the constructor [ initiO)

method of the controller for your module, or altematively, inside one of the

switch statements that control programme flow:

$this->setPageTemplate("somename-page_tpl. php");

$this->setLayoutTemplate("somename_layout_tpl.php");
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The KEWL.NextGen framework provides four files that act as the glue that

holds the framework together. They implement various aspects of the MVC

and front-controller implemetation. These files are located in /core/c1asses/

and are controller_class_inc.php, dbtable_class_inc.php,

engine_class_inc.php, and object_class_inc.php. The engine class provides

core functionality needed to run modules, and other functions, and is not

normally extended or referenced in a module. An understanding of the other

three are, however, vital to module developers.

The file dbtable_c1ass_inc.php contains an abstraction of the PEAR DB data

access class, and is thus the base class for he data model of any

KEWl.NextGen application. It must be extended by your model class, which

should always reside in the /modules/modulename/c1asses folder. It is vital

that you use its methods rather than raw Sal whenever possible, and always

when data are being written to the database whether new data or updates of

existing data. This is vital because this is the basis for active dynamic

mirroring. No code will be allowed into a KEWl.NextGen module or applciation

that does not follow this requirement. We will discuss how to implement a data

model class that extends this base class in the chapter on building modules.

The file controller_c1ass_inc.php is the base class for a controller, and must

always be extended by the contoller of a module. It provides access to some of

the core functionality provided by the core of the framework, in particular

access to loading other classes and making them available.

The file object_c1ass_inc.php is the base class for some of the other

framework classes, and is available to extend classes that are not the main
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controller of your module, but that require access to framework elements. This

class may also be extended by helper modules that are conceptually part of

the framework, such as the modules that make up the htmlElements set of

classes.

The framework includes modules that are always available, and that are

conceptually part of the framework even though they are just collection of

modules. At the time of writing, some of these modules are still under

development so a comprehensive list is not provided. There are a set of these

modules for providing HTML rendering, and the reside in the module folder

/modules/htmlelements/. Their documentation is typically available as

PHPDocumentor generated files, or can be generated from the modules by

PHPDocumentor or an application such as PHPEdit that supports generation

of documentation from source code.

The correct use of the framework and the helper modules is vital to the

creation of stable modules and a stable application for KEWL.NextGen. All

code should be built from the framework and its helper modules. Wherever

there is a helper module to render HTML output it should be used rather than

writing HTML. Indeed, every HTML tag is a bomb that can explode at any time

and destroy our beautifully crafted applciation. Similarly, every echo or print

statement is also a bomb, and should only be used in templates and only when

everything has been prepared for output.

In developing for KEWL.NextGen, it is important to keep in mind a vital

attitude: do not wait for someone to build a framework element that you need,

you do it. If the framework presentation elements cannot do something, extend
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the framework. To extend the framework, use the mailing list to make a

proposal and discuss ideas for such extensions. In the early days, extending

the framework is almost a daily activity, but as we proceed to a more stable

code base, such extensions should only be made after discussion and should

only be incorporated after a period of testing under a variety of conditions.

When extending the framework, it is crucial to make sure that your code has

not broken something because it is in such extension that changes that impact

everyone. For example, imagine you add the line:

$str=$this->objUser->usermane;

to a core element such as the layer class, and then commit your code to CVS.

Anyone who updates from CVS will have a completely broken site. This is an

easy error to make, so testing of changes before committing is vital to help

preserve the sanity of the other developers and avoid flame wars among

ourselves. (The KEWL.NextGen Application Framework An introduction for

developers)

6.2 Module Design:

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is the most comprehensive requirement,

design and computing-capable language, that has been developed and user

worldwide hence I used it to design the forum model for KEWL.

6.2.1 Introduction to UML

'UML stands for Unified Modeling Language. It is a visual technique for

diagramming the requirements, actions and physical distribution of software

systems. (It might also be used for diagramming manual flows such as paper

handling in a court or hardware.)' (Lawrence Left)
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6.2.2 Use Case Diagrams

Use case diagrams are often the first type of diagrams we create after we've

gathered the requirements for our application from the client. A use case

diagram is composed of several use cases, actors and relationships between

the actors and the use cases.

Use case

A use case is a description of a set of actions in the application from the point

of view of one or more users. A use case must have a name. A use case

specifies only what actions are carried out, not how they are carried out on a

technical level. Everyone needs to be able to understand what is going on.

Actor

An actor is a specific user of the application. Actors do not have to be human.

If part of the system invokes an action on itself, then that can very well be

defined as the actor.

The use case diagram for the forum module of KEWL follows below (Figure 1).
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Discussion Forum
Use Case

Add a new topic

/
view topic list )

___----<<extendS~>

Delete topic

Add a new topic

/ ,
iew post by topi

title
Add a reply

Delete reply

Q

view post by author

view topic list

Add a topic

l----N. Add a new topic

\

view post

Add a new topic

Add a reply

Figure 6-2 the forum module use case diagram
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6.2.3 An actual use case

Use case number

The use case number is used to uniquely identify the use case.

Author's name and date

The author's name is simply the person writing the use case, and the date is

obviously the first date the use case was written. Once a use case is revisited,

it is useful to put the author's name and the date of revision in this part as well.

Use case name

The description of the use case usually consists of a short phrase that

represents what the use case is about, as discussed in the section on use

case diagrams. The use case name should ideally be unique, so the use case

can be identified easily by its name. This is comfortable when discussing a

particular use case. If a use case name looks suspicious in the sense that it

might represent more than one task, this is often an indication that you might

want to split up the use case into several use cases, so each represents one

task only.

Actor(s)

The actors mentioned in a use case should be the actors that can actually

trigger the use case.

Use case description

The use case description is a brief, informal description of what the use case

does. There should not be any technical details in it, as everyone should be
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able to understand the use case.

Preconditions

Preconditions describe which conditions in the application apply before the

actions in this use case can take place.

Postconditions

Postconditions describe which conditions in the application apply after the

actions in the use case are carried out.

6.2.4 The actual use case of forum module

According to figure 1 the actual use case of the forum module follow below:

Number: 1.1

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004 -08-10

Name: View Topic List

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of viewing all the topics' title

in the forum.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The topics' title is available in the database

Check how many posts relate to the topic.

Postconditions:
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The topic's title, author, topic create time and how many posts in the topic are

shown in the main page according to topic created time.

The default system defined 15 topics in a page using an auto-increase page

number for index.

Event sequence:

Topic list appears as default when the user logs in.

Number: 1.1.1

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Add a new topic

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of adding a new topic

(includes title and contents) to the forum.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a forum administrator.

Postconditions:

Add the topic owner, topic title and topic create time to the database, and get

topic id back.

Add the topic contents to the database with the topic id.

Go back to the topics' list page and the topic is visible in the forum.

Event sequence:

The administrator chooses to add a new topic.

Add the topic title and contents in topic add page.
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The administrator chooses to submit.

Number: 1.1.2

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Delete topic

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of deleting a selected topic

from topics list.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The topics' title is available in the database.

The topic is visible in the forum.

Postconditions:

The topic is removed from the database.

The topic title is invisible in the topic list.

All the posts relative to the topic will no longer be visible in the posts list.

Event sequence:

The administrator chooses to view the list of topics.

The administrator selects a topic title to delete

The topic and all related posts are removed from the database.
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Number: 1.2

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Add a topic

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: The use case is same as 1.1.1.

Number: 1.3

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: View post by topic title.

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of viewing the posts in the

forum according to topic title.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The topics' title is available in the database.

The topic is visible in the forum.

There are relative posts in the forum.

Postconditions:

All the posts related to the selected topic will appear with author name and

created time order by the post created time.

Event sequence:

The administrator selects a topic title.
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The administrator chooses to view the post of the topic according to topic title.

All the relative posts will appear.

Number: 1.3.1

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Add a new topic

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case is same as 1.1.1.

Number: 1.3.2

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Add a reply

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of add a reply to the select

topic.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The topics' title is available in the database.

The topic is visible in the forum.

Postconditions:

Add the post owner, post created time and post contents to database

according to the id of the select topic.
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The post is visible in the post list of the topic.

Event sequence:

The administrator chooses to add a reply to the select post.

The administrator add contents to the post

The administrator submits the post.

The post appears in the post list.

Number: 1.1.3

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: Delete post

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of deleting a selected post

from a post list.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The post is available in the database.

The post is visible in the forum.

Postconditions:

The post is removed from the database.

The post title is invisible in the topic list.

Event sequence:

The administrator chooses to view the list of post.
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The administrator selects a post to delete

The post is removed from the database.

Number: 1.4

Author's name: Zhangyu Wang

Date: 2004-08-10

Name: View post by author.

Actor(s): Forum Administrator

Description: This use case describes the process of viewing the posts in the

forum according to author.

Preconditions:

The forum administrator is logged into the application as a shop administrator

The author has posts in the forum.

Postconditions:

All the posts that the selected author posted will appear.

Event sequence:

The administrator selects a author.

The administrator chooses to view the post of the author.

All the posts will appear.

The use case of user is very similar to that of the administrator use case.

6.2.5 Activity diagrams

Activity diagrams are used to describe the dynamic behaviour of an application.
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The most common elements of an activity diagram are the following:

A starting point

A starting point indicates the start of an activity diagram and is represented by

a filled circle.

Activities

An activity is a task that the application does. Activities are represented by a

rectangle with rounded edges. The name of the activity goes inside the

rectangle.

Decision points

Decision points represent a condition in the application. Based on whether the

condition is true or false, transitions can be made to the relevant activities.

Decision points are represented by a diamond in an activity diagram. A

description of the decision point appears right next to the diamond.

Transition arrows

A transition arrow is used to indicate the transition of one element in the

diagram to another. This is often a transition between 2 activities or an activity

and a decision point. In the case of a transition from a decision point to an

activity, the transition will have the result of the usual "Yes" or "No". A transition

arrow is represented by an arrow pointing from the starting point to the ending

point.

An ending point

An ending point indicates the end of an activity diagram and is represented by

an empty circle with a filled circle in it.
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Figure 6-3 the forum module activity diagram
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6.3 Database Design

Think of the basic components of a forum: topics and posts. A forum should

have several topics, and each of those topics will have one or more posts by

users. Knowing that, the posts are tied to the topics through a key field. This

key forms the relationship between the two tables.

Think about the requirements for the topics themselves. The forum definitely

needs a field for the title, and the creation time and the identification of the user

who created the topic. Similarly, think of the requirements for the posts: the

forum needs the text of the post, the time it was created, and the person

creating it. Most importantly, the forum needs that key to tie the post to the

topic.

The forum module needs two tables to stores the data from user input. One

table will be named tpUorum_topics that stores the title of topic, the create

time of topic, and the owner of topic. An auto-increased id of topic is the key

relation with table tpUorum---'posts. The table tpUorum---'posts stores the

contents of post, the create time of post, the owner of post, an auto-increase id

of post and the id of topic that got from tpUorum_topics.

tbl_forum_topics Table1

PK ItOPiCld
PK postld

topicTlIIe
~ FK1 topicld

IOpicCrealeTime poslTex1

topicOwner
postCreateTime
postOwner

Figure 6-4 Database architecture
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6.4 Module Implementation

The KEWL.NextGen application framework is based on a close approximation

of the model, view, controller (MVC) design pattem, which separates an

application's data model, user interface and control logic into three separate

components. This enables changes to be made to one component without

impacting on the others. Since the model is usually stable, separating it from

the view and controller logic that are changed often during development, leads

to more robust applications that are easier to maintain.

Making the forum module with the KEWL.NextGen application framework

The fonum model is based on the database abstraction class, which is a class

called dbTable that resides in the file dbtable_c1ass_inc.php. My database

connection class named after the table that it connects to and resides in

/modules/kngboard/c1asses/ and begins with the letters db.

dbfonum_tooics_c1ass_inc.php is the name for a model class file to connect to

the tpUorum_topics database table. The class itself named dbforum_topics is

inside the file. dbforumJlosts_c1ass_inc.php is a class to connect to the

tpUonumyosts table. The class itself named dbfonumJlosts is inside the file.

As far as the view is concerned, unless you are overriding the default page and

layout templates, you only need to consider the content templates, which

reside in /modules/modulenameltemplates/content and can take any filename

as long as the convention _tpl.php is used, though the names should be

meaningful. My content templates are called main_tpl.php, show_tpl.php,

addTopic_tpl.php. The controller base class is the file

controller_c1ass_inc.php, and this file is extended by the controller class of the

module. The controller must be a class with the same name as the module,

and must reside in the file controller.php in the module's root
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(/modules/modulename/).

Thus, there are six files in the forum module (see figures blew)

Framework

/------,

dbTable

Controlle

Folder:

Framework Component

Model

View

Controller

Module Files

Classes/

dbForumyost_class_inc.php

dbForum_topic_c1ass_inc.php

Templates/content!

addTopic tbl.php

main_tpl.php

,IController.php

Folder:

Fi

gure 6-5 Module repository

The forum module architecture is show below.

Repository (Modules/kngboard/ ... ) Purpose I Method(function)

Extended the initO

controller base dispatchO
/controller. php

class and have all setForShowO

the logic and ownerPostO
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methods to control showPostO

the forum module. listTopicsO

Extended the

dbTable class to

connect to
initO

/c1asses/dbForum_topics_inc.php saveO
table, and save

the topics'

information to the

database.

Extended the

dbTable class to

/classes/dbForumyosts_inc.php

connect to initO

deleteTopicO

table, and save saveO

and delete data

from database.

A fonnative output

page using

/templates/contentladdTopic_tpl.php htmlelements

class to input topic

infonnation.

/templates/contentlshow_tpl. ph P

/templates/contentlmain_tpl.php

A fonnative output

page using

htmlelements

class to show all

the posts of select

topic.

I A fonnative output I
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page using

htmlelements

class to list all the

topics in fonum. ,

Table 6.1 Coding repository

6.5 Enhancement:

At this stage the fonum module has a basic discuss function. User can post a

topic and discuss around the topic. For more adventure feature the fonum will

have more functions for users.

Topic initiation

The lecturer should be able to decide whether only the lecturer can start topics,

or whether anyone can start topics. This is configured with the course setup,

but can be changed any time in the setup area by the lecturer.

Discussion type

When initiating a topic, the initiator should be able to set a topic type from a

dropdown list of configurable topic types (configurable by the site admin).

Topic types include: comment, question and answer, analysis, debate,

reaction, brainstorming, general, chitchat, etc. When configuring the topic

types, the administrator should be able to set some topic types not for

assessment, for example, chitchat.

E-mail integration

Users should be able to choose to receive an email when someone replies to

the topic they have created. Users should be able to subscribe to the entire

context or a particular topic by email. Users should be able to reply by email

and have the text go into the correct topic in the discussion.
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Attachments

Discussion forum post should be able to allow attachments, but attachments

should not be duplicated if they exist already, rather the poster should be given

the option to link to an existing attachment. There should also be an option to

link an attachment that is a file, in the documents folder.

Rates

Users should be able to rate each post on a qualitative scale.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion

The first results of applying Discussion Room module were quite successful.

The module supports the standard functionality of Web-based discussion

forum, but it also provides the means for conceptual structuring of contribution

from the discussion forum. The efforts on the users' side to create this

conceptual structure might be seen as minimal. Users only need to assign their

contributions to concepts from the already existing conceptual schema. This

can be seen as a very easy task to accomplish, since the user interface to the

conceptual schema is the same as the user interface for the discussion part of

the tool.

On the other side, the benefits of having a discussion forum structured

according to the conceptual schema are numerous. Extracting useful

information by simple "conceptual" browsing or searching by using key words

from the schema might be very easy for a wide range of users, to say the least.

However, the developers believe that such a tool might have more potential

than it might be visible at first. For example, the module might be easily applied

as a general knowledge extraction tool. The developers can easily imagine a

situation where a number of experts in a particular subject field come together

to discuss certain topics in a Discussion Room. The result of this discussion

and the attached conceptual schema might be seen as a structured excerpt of

the knowledge that these expert posses about these topics.
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Appendix A: Learning Management System

Overview

Learning Management System (LMS)

A Leaming Management System (LMS) is defined as a leaming software

application or Web-based technology used to plan, implement, and assess a

learning process. Typically, a leaming management system provides an

instructor with the tools to create leaming resources, deliver content, monitor

student participation, and assess student performance. Figure 1 shows typical

LMS communications.

Learning
Management

System

2.Authentication
request LMS

Authentication
module

E-Iearning
server

1. Student accesses LMS
via web browser.

PC

3. LMS verifies user
and initiates LMS
e-Iearning session.

4. Student accesses LMS
e- Learning environment for
classes, exams, discussion
sessions, etc.

Figure 1 Typical LMS Communications

A leaming management system provides an online leaming environment by

enabling the management, delivery and tracking of leaming. Furthermore, an

LMS should support a collaborative learning community, offering multiple

modes of leaming from self-paced coursework (Web-based seminars and

classes, downloadable, CD-ROM and video content) to scheduled classes
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(live instruction in classroom settings or online) to group leaming (online

forums and chats). Optimally, an LMS will consolidate mixed-media training

initiatives, automate the selection and administration of courses, assemble and

deliver leaming content, measure leaming effectiveness and integrate with

other enterprise applications.

An LMS is a Web-based software solution to simplify the administration of

leaming programmes. It creates efficient processes for both leamers and

administrators. For leamers, an LMS tracks their progress through a

programme of study or provides a forum for collaboration with peers. An LMS

provides administration functionality that simplifies the enrollment and

participation in a leaming programme. It provides a catalogue for courseware

and leaming materials, it offers notification options and the ability to

collaborate online with instructors or fellow students. For administrators, using

an LMS reduces or eliminates the management headaches of running a

leaming programme. For testing and assessment, as well as for competency

certification, it standardises the process and evaluation. It tracks the success

of individual students or specific courses. It integrates the marketing and

accounting function to enable simple cost-benefit analysis. It controls

resources - from materials to curricula, to programme offerings, to course

scheduling.

Leaming management Systems are used today in many organisations

(universities, schools, and corporations). Traditional LMSs provide a content

repository for course materials as well as facilities for student (trainee) tracking

and management. Additionally, some LMSs provide authoring tools,

assessment tools and communication tools, such as e-mail and discussion

groups. A leaming management system optimally should:

o Consolidate training initiatives on a scalable, low-cost, Web-based
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platform;

o Assemble and deliver learning content rapidly in multiple languages;

o Measure the effectiveness of training initiatives;

o Mix classroom and online leaming;

o Integrate with other target group application solutions;

o Centralize and automate administration;

o Use self-service and self-guided services as much as possible;

o Personalise content and enable knowledge re-use.

The Knowledge Environment for Web-based Learning (KEWL)

The Knowledge Environment for Web-based Learning (KEWL) was developed

at the University of the Western Cape to facilitate research into online leaming

by Derek Keats and a team of developers. The development centered around

a comprehensive learning management tool that could be used to investigate

the online leaming process. Although it was initiated and funded as a research

project, it soon became apparent that KEWL could serve the online leaming

needs of the University of the Westem Cape.

KEWL.NextGen is a web-based training platform built on PHP and MySQL.

KEWL.NextGen has most of the features common to commercial leaming

management systems. The following features are included: learner desktop

containing infonmation about courses Visited, new mail and forum entries;

learning environment with notes, tests, glossary, and search engine; course

management; communication and collaboration tools including mail, forums

and chat, group work systems, integrated authoring environment, support for

metadata, context sensitive help; and interfaces for both learning and

administrator.

The short list was systematically evaluated using hands-on testing offered
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through demonstration user accounts to understand the product features and

also followed up by inspecting the online help, user and instructor

documentation, and commentary of the user community in order to rate the

short list candidates.

The following table describes the findings of a survey-style evaluation of KEWL

and the other classical LMSs.

#Number means the name of LMS.

#1-Moodle

#2-LON-CAPA

#3-ILlAS

#4-dotLRN

#5-Atutor

#6-KewINextGen

Note: Each features is marked as *, if it exists.

Criteria s: r- - a. }> A Notesr-
0 0 0 c CD
0 Z }> r- 0" ~a. 0 (f) ::u
CD 0 --., z

}> z CD

Security Features

Encryption I I I I INone offer SSL

Authentication * • * •
I

• I • Only basic log in.

Access Features

Login/pwd • · • · • • Password reminder

exists

Roles/assignable · · • • · •

privileges

Browser-accessible I • •
I

•
I

•
I

• * I
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Course * * * * * * Instructor approves

Authorization enrolment

Registration * * * * Basic student contact

I Features data is retained.

Course Design, Development, Integration Features

Customize look * * * * * * User can choose

appearance

Both Classroom * * No synchronous

Distance Ed Support learning features- but

content could be used to

supplement classroom

teaching.

Templates * * * Appearance templates,

not pre-structured

I course skeletons

Web authoring * * * * Simple content

construction can be

performed.

Multimedia support * * I * * * I Includes as links.

Accessibility * I * I * I * I * *

Instructional * *

Specification

Support

Easy Navigation I * * * * * * Menu and icon-based

Easy Course . * * . * *

Structuring

I Style Sheets I * I * I * I * I * I * I
ICourse Monitoring
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Course Listing * * * * * *

Course Description * * * * * * Based on Author's

contribution

Schedules and * * * * * Set course start data.

Availability control

Assessment Features

Creates test * * * * * Can include tests

question and anywhere in course.

facilitates test

administration

Automated testing * * * *

and scoring

Learner Profile *

Management

Self-assessment * I * I
Online Grading * * I * * I
Collaboration Features

Messaging I I * I
Email I * I * I * I * *

Chat * * I * I * I * I Integrated

Bulletin boards I * * I
• • * I • I Notice board

Newsgroups I I * I I I
File exchange I

.
I * I * I * * * Post files

Whiteboard I I I • I I I
Forums I

•
I * I * * I * I •

I
Productivity Features

Bookmarks I I I * I I I
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Calendar I * * * I *

Orientation/Help I * * * , * *

Searching I * I * * Forum search

Table 1 Feature of LMS

The KEWL.NextGen application framework is based on a close approximation

of the model, view, controller (MVC) design pattem, which separates an

application's data model, user interface and control logic into three separate

components. This enables changes to be made to one component without

impacting on the others. Since the model is usually'stable, separating it from

the view and controller logic that a changed often during development leads to

more robust applications that are easier to maintain.

The UWC developers built KEWL.NextGen framework, and see its structure

diagram 1. The main part is Classes File; it contains four classes, namely

dbtable, object, engine and controller. The project work is to write modules

file, which inherit attributes and methods from Classes File.
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l.JVIf:, developed
frarrelll.Ori<

KEWl.NextGen Frame\AOrk Structure

Oasses Rle

DbtabIe Object Config File
Kingioons

Rle
Engine Contrdler

Templates
Rle

Skins File

rvlodules Rle

1'1::-1
'----!'f-'-----'

l-------IIf-1------------_

g
This our work (inherit attributes and

methods from super~ass, namely Oasses
File)

Diagram 1 W1at 1II.Ori< lII.Ould be done in
KEVvLNextGen Framelll.OrK

Diagram 2 shows what will be done in detail in modules file. Module Name file

Should be three files at lest, namely

• Controller File: control logic;
• Classes File: an application's data model;
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• Template File: including Content File that is user interface.

So individual module can be built tables itself, and the model represents the

data as the application object that is manipulated.

The KEWL.NextGen application framework is based on a close
approximation of the model, view and controller (MVC) design

pattem, which separates an application's data model user
interface and control logic into three separate components.

\,

Write code source files
here

.\",

\ ~OdUles
~

I ",
"remplate Files

'''',,
Controller File

Controller
Classes File
Moael

Coment File

View

Discussion
forum module I

Test module
t<eal ume

communication
~nrl"le

I
Assignment

module
Language

module Email module

Calendar
module

-------------------

The other modules

Diagram 2 how to design module as per the framework
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Appendix B: An Evaluation of the Development of a

Discussion Forum Module against the Information

Management Body of Knowledge (IMBOK) Framework

Introduction

The Knowledge Environment for Web-based Learning (KEWL) was developed

at the University of the Western Cape to facilitate research into online learning

by Derek Keats and a team of developers. The development centred on a

comprehensive learning management tool that could be used to investigate

the online learning process. Although it was initiated and funded as a research

project, it soon became apparent that KEWL could serve the online learning

needs of the University of the Western Cape. To design and implement a

discussion forum module object to function within the architectural constraints

of KEWL, that is, a web-based environment for online discussions where the

facilitator can structure each discussion according to its nature, and where

learning requirements are using already designed templates.

IMBOK

IMBOK provides an easily understood framework that relates business needs

to new information technology opportunities in a relatively simple, staged

way. It allows us to position and isolate problems, and to grasp

opportunities. It allows ideas to move more easily from one domain to another

- from consideration of raw technologies right through to issues of business

practice and business strategy.
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IMBOK is intended to provide a reference framework for those who are

concemed to bridge any actual or perceived divides between information

technology "specialists" and business "generalists". So, it should be useful

for:

• Researchers who are anxious to position their IT-related work in a
context of some kind.

• Students who are looking for a simple contextual framework within
which to organise their ideas.

• Managers who wish to choose appropriate management tools to deal
with the many opportunities and problems presented by information
technology.

The Framework

The Framework is presented as five areas of knowledge and four areas of

process:

I Business
strategy

Business I
benefit

'~------', ! Business

Information I process
system I I

I 'I ,..----"----'
i '~ Business operations

~"\ ~iness ch~nge <..~__
L...-..~...cp--'.ro:cjecc:ts=-~ e I

I I

Information I
technology

I

Figure 1: The IMBOK Framework

Information Technology
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Information Technology is a phrase used to refer to specific technical

components, normally organised as hardware, software and communications,

which are used to make up an information system.

Infonnation System

An information system is not the same as the technology upon which it is

based: it is the totality of technological and human components that work

together to produce the information systems and services that a business

needs, and that processes information for some organisational purpose.

Business Process

A business process is a logical envelope that co-ordinates and gives purpose

to business activities; generally where an activity delivers an output, a process

delivers an outcome - a result that is evident to stakeholders outside the

business as well as those within.

Business Benefit

The process of organising and managing - so that the potential benefits of an

investment of time and effort are actually realized.

Business Strategy

Strategy is about change. Without change, there is no real need for strategy.

With change in mind, we can argue that the simplest definition of strategy is:

knowing where you are, knowing where you could choose to be, and knowing

how you intend to get there (roughly speaking) (Bytheway, 2004).
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Developing Technology

KEWL.NextGen is a web-based training platform built on open source software

(aSS). The main technologies to be used include UML for design, PHP as the

cross-platform scripting language, and PostgreSQL or MySQL as the primary

back end database. JavaScript will be used to provide significant client side

functionality, with limited use of Java applets where necessary. XML will be

used to separate logic from layout, and integration with other platforms and

tools will be provided via web services.

Hardware Software Communications

Workstation Linux(operating system) Network card

Printer Apache Communication line

Web server PHP(programme language) Network Switch

Document server MySQL(database)

Database server Pen

CVS

Table 1: Examples of information technologies

Many IT managers start out wanting to use open source software because it

reduces development effort and costs, thereby saving the business money.

However, after practical implementation, they soon realise there are several

other benefits that are perhaps more significant and lasting. In fact, the

majority of ass is actually aimed at speeding up enterprise software

development, simplifying system management and maintenance, and

improving software quality. Enterprises that leam to think about ass as a

solution to their holistic enterprise development needs will find several
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opportunities to improve the efficiency of their business and IT organisations,

and lower the cost of building and operating enterprise systems.

System Features

KEWL.Nextgen has most of the features common to commercial leaming

management systems. The following features are included: leamer desktop

containing infonmation about courses visited, new mail and forum entries;

leaming environment with notes, tests, glossary, and search engine; course

management; communication and collaboration tools including mail, forums

and chat, group work systems, integrated authoring environment, support for

metadata, context sensitive help; and interfaces for both learning and

administrator.

The discussion forum includes the technology and its design usability and

functionality, the administrator and "response team," the prospective students

who may interact as customers and current students who may decide to

contribute. To develop a system that works, one must understand how each of

these elements interacts with the others. For example, the administrator may

have a response team on an e-mail list. An e-mail goes out to all members of

the list when a question arises that is best answered by a current student. But

the students on the response team know if they are not the right people to

answer the question, to forward it to another, non-team-member student who

can address the issue. This behind-the-scenes action is invisible to the original

poster. That person only sees a fast and thoughtful response from someone

who has a really good perspective.
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The KEWL.NextGen application framework is based on a close approximation

of the model, view, controller (MVC) design pattern, which separates an

application's data model, user interface and control logic into three separate

components. This enables changes to be made to one component without

impacting on the others. Since the model is usually stable, separating it from

the view and controller logic that a changed often during development leads to

more robust applications that are easier to maintain. To apply the discussion

forum module in KEWL, it is necessary to have a forum category that includes

a forum-related course that is the interface to the whole system and a forum ID

to identify the forum that user are using. The basic components of a forum are

- the topics field and the posts field. A forum should have several topics, and

each of those topics will have one or more posts by users. The posts are tied

to the topics through a key field. This key forms the relationship between the

two fields. Discussions are the standard subtopic type, and will presumably

form the bulk of the forum. When posting a discussion subtopic, an initial

message is posted to begin discussion. Users can then post further replies to

this initial message. Most users would be familiar with these as the standard of

all message boards across the web. The database structure of discussion

forum is blow:

topic post
forum PK topic id PK post id

PK forum id
FKl forum_id FKl topicjd

~

topic_title userldforum_course
forum_name views dateLastUpated
forum-9roupid replies post title

userld post_contents
dateLastUpdated

Figure 2: Database Structure
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Instructional Design as a Process

Instructional design as a process is a cyclical process that, in the context of

creating an e-Iearning course within a learning management system such as

KEWL includes:

1. Defining the problem or knowledge gap that the instruction is meant to
address,

2. Defining the audience that the instruction is meant to serve,

3. Developing objectives and assessment strategies,

4. Selecting and sequencing content,

5. Selecting and sequencing leaming activities,

6. Creating the course and populating it with sequences content and
activities,

7. Engaging learners in the course and guiding learning,

8. Evaluating the course and its design, and

9. Revision.

It is therefore crucial to build into KEWL.NextGen a process for instructional

design that provides an end-to-end process of course design development,

delivery, evaluation and revision.
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Figure 3: Instructional Design Process Model

Successful e-Iearning programs and courses incorporate a strong, modem

instructional design approach. Although the language is one of instruction,

instructional design is not limited to an intuitivist perspective on

teaching-and-Ieaming. Constructivist courses also benefit from this discipline

despite its unfortunate name. Many institutions that specialize in online

learning provide a whole instructional design team that may include an

instructional designer, a graphic designer, a subject matter expert, and a

pedagogical expert, for the creation of online courses. These teams use

instructional design as a process, and typically operate within a set menu of

common practices.
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Figure 4: The Instructional Design Team

The instructional design process is usually undertaken by a team that normally

has a number of functions, some of which may reside in the same person.

Core functions within the instructional design team include subject matter

expert and lecturer, which are often the same person. Other core functions

include instructional designer and graphic designer, both functions sometimes

residing with one person depending on a number of factors related mainly to

project scope, size and budget. Other functions may include pedagogical

expert, a function related to the development and delivery of online courses, as

well as functions to deal with video, multimedia, communications, and others.

If an online course is being developed without separate people providing these

functions, it is essential that the owner of the course have skills related at least

to the main core functions. Failure to allow for the instructional design process

in online teaching-and-Ieaming is an almost certain recipe for frustration on the

part of the course author, other responsible persons, and students.
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KEWL.NextGen should automate some of the processes that would be found

in such a team, and allow for the incorporation of the skill set through design

pattems and possibly some fonm of advice provision or expert system. In this

way, expert advice would be available to the lecturer through a combination of

built in processes (wizards) and the use design pattems.

Discussion forums are applied extensively as an easy-to-use and yet powerful

communication tool in numerous Web-based applications in general and in

leaming management systems (LMS) in particular. For example, in scientific

digital joumals and digital libraries discussion forums are heavily used to

discuss different articles, to comment ideas presented in these articles, or

simply to write "letters to the editor". In software development discussion

boards programmers come together to exchange their views on different

programming techniques, software design methods, project management

concepts, etc. Also, the existence of numerous Web-based communities and

communities of practice, such as Open Source communities, scientific

communities, and many others rely mostly on discussion forums, which are

usually the essence of such communities. The list of Web applications built

with and around discussion forums goes on and on.

Similarly, in LMS systems, discussion forums are applied with the highest user

acceptance for many different purposes. Usually, each LMS course offered in

the system is associated with a specific discussion forum that provides the

place for context-dependent discussion of issues related to that LMS course

(Helic, Maurer, Lennon, Scerbakov, 2001, 38). Leamers taking a part in the

course work use the associated discussion forum to ask their questions about

presented leaming material, to discuss topics from the course, to publish their

examples, and so on. Also, in problem-solving or project-related LMS courses
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leamers may use discussion forums to discuss the actions they take on each

particular step of their work (Helic, Krottmaier, Maurer, Scerbakov, 2003, 55).

On the other hand tutors, authors and teachers may use special discussion

forums offered by the system to discuss issues related to implementing

different training sessions in the system. For instance, they may discuss the

content of a particular LMS course that they need to prepare, or a particular

training strategy for the training session that they are conducting (Helic,

Maurer, Scerbakov, 2002, 37).

Benefits of Application of Discussion Forum

Online discussions offer a number of potential benefits that can help engage

students in activities that contribute to their intellectual growth (MacKnight

2000). For example, composing a response in online discussions often

requires greater reflection than in face-to-face discussions (Harasim 1995).

Other benefits include promotion of team building, promotion of critical thinking

(Muilenburg & Berge 2002) and supporting collaborative work (Salter 2000).

The facilitator may actively control the discussion through means such as

selectively releasing responses, limiting who can view them, or by active

participation in the forum. On the other hand, the facilitator may take a more

hands off approach and leave the students to themselves after posting a

question or task. Unfortunately, simply asking students to respond to a topic or

question given by the instructor is not likely to generate an effective

collaborative leaming environment. It may help students to interact with

information but not with the instructor or other students.
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The use of discussion forums in leaming management system promotes a

deeper association with the course. The community engagement and the

knowledge course participants develop through engagement encourages them

to remain part of it. Discussion forums establish a level of trust between

participants. This trust can manifest in a variety of ways, including - remaining

more attuned to the issues of the marketplace and to participants' needs. The

instructor can be proactive - by being alerted to problem areas, or take

advantage of an immediate opportunity, and gauge and adapt strategies on an

ongoing basis that may help to increase yield.

Strategy of Learning Management System

Compared with traditional instructor-led classroom instruction, KEWL.NextGen

offers numerous advantages, including:

• Knowledge delivered globally at intemet speed,

• Access to individualised leaming, anywhere, anytime,

• Interactive technology-based learning tools, including Web-based
platfonms, video, and satellite broadcast,

• Convenience that can be customised to specific needs,

• Integrated delivery to audiences worldwide,

• The ability to deliver new courses quickly, and

• Flexibility to set your own leaming pace.
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Appendix C: code of the module

<?php

if (!SG:03ALs[rkewl_en:=Y_90~n~_run')}

die("Yoc cannot: v':'ew :~is page directly"};

class kngboard extends controller

var $objUser;

var SobjButtons;

function ini t. (J

Sr.r.:'s->obj Use= := & S::his->get.Object: ( 'user', 'secur':"ty ') ;

St.his->obj:"anguage = & Sthis->gei:Objecr. (' .!.a:1guage', '1a:19 age' \ ;

Sth':'s->hre: = & St.his->ge:Object.('h=e:', 'h:rnleleme~t:s');

Sthis->obj3 1 ttons & S::his->getObject.(lnavbutto~S',

I navigation r J ;

Sthis->table = & S:his->getObject('htm~table', 'ht.mle~ements');

Sthis->objObTopics = & $th:s->getObject{'db:orurn_copics');
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$this->objDbPosts & $t.his->getObject('dbforum_posts');

function dispatch($action)

switch ($action)

case null:

$this->setForShow();

return "main_tpl.php";

break;

case "show":

$this->setForshow();

return "show_tpl.php";

break;

case "add":

return "addTopic_tpl.phpfl;

break;

case "poSt":

return "addTopic tpl.php";

break;

case "deletetopic":

Stopicld=Sthis->getParam('topicld',NULL);
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$this->objObTopics->delete('topicld',Stopic:d);

Sthis->objObPosts->deleteTopic($topicld);

$this->setForShow();

return "main tpl.php";

break;

case "deletepost":

Spostld=$this->getParam('postld',NULL) ;

$this->objDbPosts->delete('postld',Spostld);

Sthis->setForshow();

return "show_Lpl.php";

case "save":

S:d=$this->objDbTopics->save();

$this->objDbPosts->save(SId);

$topic:d=$this->getParam ("topicld", NULL) ;

if (Stopicld) {

$this->setForshow();

return "show_tpl.php";

)else{

S~his->setForShow();

return "main 'Cp':.php";
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break;

default:

echo

$this->objLanguage->languageText("p hrase_unrecognizedaction");

break;

function setForShow()

Sthis->setvar('ownerShow',$this->ownerPost()) ;

Sthis->setvar('topicList',Sthis->listTopics() );

Sthis->setvar('postShow',$this->showPost());

,-
function ownerPost() {

SpostOwner=Sthis->geLParam ("postOwner" , NULL) ;

Ssql="SELECT postText,postCreateTirne =rom tbl :orum_post.s where

post.Owner = '$postOwner' o~der by postCreateTime desc";

Srs=$this->objDbPosLs->getPxray(Ssql);

foreach (Srs as Sline) {
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$this->newObject('layer 1
,

$postCreateTime= $line['pos t CreateTime'];

$postText=n12br(stripslashes($line['postText ' ]));

$this->postOwner

'htmlelements');

$this->post.Owner->id = "blheadline";

$this->postOwner->align = "center";

$this->postOwner->str

"Posted". "&nbsp". "&OO5P". "by". "&nb5p". u&OOsp". SpostOwner;

$ownerShow.=$this->postOwner->addToLayer();

$this->posr.Text

'htmlelernents');

$this->newObjecr.('layer',

$this->posr.Text.->id = "blog-content";

$this->postText.->align="center";

$this->postTexr.->str

"<br>". "&nbsp" . n &nbsp" ... &nbsp". 11 &nbsp" . "&nbsp" . "&nbsp" . SpostText;

SownerShow.~Sthis->postText->addToLayer();

$this->postTime

'htmlelements');

$this->postTime->id "date";

$this->postTime->str

Tirne"."&nbsp"."&nbsp".SpostCreateTime;

Sthis->newObject('layer',

n &rtbsp" . "&nbsp" . "POSt

SownerShow.=Sthis->postTime->addToLayer();
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$this->ediL =& $L.his->newObj eet ( , layer I, 'htmlelement.s ') ;

Sthis->edit->align="right";

$this->edit->str

$newTopic" "&nbsp" . "&nbsp" ... &nbsp" . 11 &nbsp". $newPos'L;

$ownerShow.=$this->ediL->addToLayer();

return $ownerShow;

function showPost()

$topield=$Lhis->get.Param("topicId",NULL);

Ssql="SELECT topicTit.le from t.bl_forum topics whe::e topicld

'$topi.cId ''';

$res=$Lhis->objDbTopics->geLArray(Ssql);

foreach ($res as $t.opics){

$t.opicTitle = SLopies['topieTitle'];

$this->post.Tit.le =& $'Lhis->newObj eet ( I layer', I h'tmlelements I) ;
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$this->poscTitle->id = "blcitle";

$chis->poscTit:le->align= "le f'L";

$t:his->pos'LTitle->s'Lr ="<:fon'C size=3>"

. "Topic". "&nbsp".":"."&nbsp"."&nbsp".$topicTitle."</font.>";

SpostShow.=Sthis->post:Title->addToLayer();

$sql="SEL2CT post:ld,post:Owner,post.Text.,pos~Creat.eTime from

$this->newObject.('layer',

tbl forum_posts where topicld = '$topicld' order by post.CreateTirne ase";

$rs~$this->objDbPosLs->geL~xray($sqll;

foreach {$rs as Sline} {

Spostld=Sline['post.ld'J;

SpostOwner=Sline['postOwner');

Spos'CCreat:eTime= Sline['postCreat.eTirne'];

$posLTexL~n12br(stripslashes($line['postText'J));

St.his->postOwner

'ht.rnlelement.s');

$t.his->postOwner->id = "blheadline";

St.his->postOwner->align = "cenLer";

St.his->postOwner->str

"Posted". "&OO5p". "&OOsp". "by". "&nbsp". "&nbsp" .$postOw:1er;

SpostShow.=$this->postOwner->addToLayer();

St:his->postText:

'ht.mlelement.s');

=& Sthis->newObject('layer ' ,

$this->post.Text->id = "blog-content";

St:his->postText->align="center";

$this->poSLText->str
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"<br>/f."&nbsp"."&nbsp"."&nbsp"."&nbsp"."&nbsp"."&nbsp".$poSt.Texti

$postShow.=$this->postText->addToLayer()i

$this->postTime

'htmlelementS')i

$this->postTime->id

$this->post.Time->s~r

"dat.e"i

"

$this->newObject('layer',

n&nbs;:>". "&nbsp". "Post

Time"."&nbsp"."&nbsp".$post.Creat.eTimei

$pos~Show.=$t.his->post.Time->addToLayer()i

Suserld=Sthis->objUser->userld()i

if(Suserld~~l){

$deletePo5t.=$t.hi5->href->showlinX($t.his->uri(array('act.ion'=>'del

et.epost', 'postId'=>Spost.Id, 'topicId'=>$topicld),

"kngboard"), "Delet.e",") i

- . .. "

$t.his->edit =& $t.his->newObject('layer', 'htmlelements')i

$this->edit->align="right"i

Sthis->edit->str

Sdelet.ePost. "&:nbsp". "&nbsp". "&OO5p". "&OOsp". SneW?OSL:i

SpostShow.=Sthis->edit->addToLayer()i

return SposrShow;
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function listTopics()

$head =array( 'Topic Owner', 'Topic Tiltle',

Time', 'Replies');

$~his->Lable->border=l;

$this->table->cellpadding~4;

$this->table->cellspacing=O;

$'Chis->table->widch=" 90% 11 i

'Topic Create

$s'Cr. =$'Chis->href->showlink (Sthis->uri (array('actien'=>'add'},

"kngboard"),"Add a Topic",' I);

$str.=$this->table->addHeader($head,"heading","align=center");

$sql~"SELECT topicld,topicTitle, topicOwner,topicCreateTime

from 'Cbl_ferum_topics order BY topicCrea'CeTirne desc"i

SpageNwnber=$'this-:>getParam ("pageNwnber" , NULL) ;

~f(!$pageNumber){$pageN~~er~l;)

$max=15;

$rsl=$r:his->objDbTopics->get~1ray(Ssql);

$first=($pageNurnber-l)wSmax;

Srs=Sthis->objDbTopics->getArrayWithLimit($sql,$first,Smax};
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$rowcount 0;

.5- "~..;

" .

foreach ($rs as $line) {

$topiCId=$line['topicId'];

$param..Zl.rray = array ( 'action' => 'show', 'r.opicId' =>Sr.opicId) ;

StopicTir.le=Sline['topicTitle');

$t.it.le=$t.his->hre:->showlink($r.his->uri(Spar~Zl.rray,

"kngboard"), StopicTitle, , ');

Sr.opicOwner=Sline['topicOwner ' ];

$param.Zl.rray

'show', 'postOwner'=>Sr.opicOwner);

array ( 'act.ion I =>

Sowner=Sr.his->href->showlink($r.his->uri($parmaZl.rray,

"kngboard"), Sr:opicOwller, , ');

$topicCrear.eTirne=Sline['r.opicCreateTime'];

$oddO~Even = ($rowcount == 0) ? "odd"

$filr.er="where t.opicld='$topicld'";

"even" ;

$counc=$chis->objDbPoscs->gecRecordCounc($filter)-l;
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SuserId=Sthis->objUser->userId{);

~f($user=d cl!

$pa=arnF~ray array{'accion ' =>

'de:etetopic'I'LOpic:d'=>SLOpic:d);

Sdelece=SLhis->h=e:->showlink($~his->uri($pa=~~ray,

"kJ1gboard"), 'Delet.e', ");

Srow=array($ownerISt.it.le,$t.opicCreateTimeIScount.,Sdelete);

}else{

Srow=array(SownerIStitleISt.opicCreat.eTimeIScount.);}

$this->table->addRow(Srow, $oddOrEven, Italign==center");

Srowcount ~ I$rowcount == 0) ? 1:0;

Stable = Str.is->table->show(};

return Stable;

?>
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<?php

class dbforum_pos~s extends dbTable

function ini~() {

parent::init('tbl forum poSts');- -

$'Chis->obj User =& $t.his->getObj ect ( •user', I securi t.y I) ;

Sthis->objLanguage =& $this->getObject('language', 'language');

$this->objDbTopics = & $ehis->getObject('dbforum_topics');

function deleteTopic{Stopicld) {

$sql~"select

topiCld= I $topicld ''';

pose Id from where

$rs = Sthis->getArrayfSsql);

£oreach(Srs as Sline){

$postld=Sline['postld'];

Sthis->delete('postld'/Spostld);

function save(Stopic~d){
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.$sql="select topicOwner topicTitle from tbl fOrlL7I'l_topics where

topicld=' $topicld III i

$rs=$this->objDbTopics->getRow('topicld',$~opicId)i

StopicTitle=$rs[ltopicTitle']i

StopicOwner=$rs['topicOwner']i

$postText=lI<b>" . liRe: " . St.opicTitle. If &nbsp" . "&nbsp" . "&nbsp" . "By" . "&

fl..bSp". $t:opicOwner. "</b>". rr<br>". "<br>11 .

Sthis->getPararn ( I postText I , NULL) i

$post.Owner = $t.his->objUser->fullname();

$postCreateTime =date{lY-rn-d H:rn:s');

$postld=Stopicldi

$this->insert(array(

'post.ld'=>' f,

'topicld'~>$topicld,

'post.Text. 1 =>SpostText,

'postOwner'=>addslashes(SpostOwner},

'postCreateTime'=>$postCreateTirne,

) ) ;

?>
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<?php

class dbfor ID t.opics extends dbTable

function ini t. ( )

parent.::init.('t.bl_forum_'topics');

Sthis->obj User =& $this->get.Obj ect ( 'user I, 'security ') ;

Sthis->objLanguage =& Sthis->getObject('language', 'language');

Sthis->USE_PREPARED_STATEMENTS=True;

function save () {

Stopic:d=S~h~s->get.Par~"t.opicId',NULL);

if (! S:opic:d) {

Sro?~cTi:le= S:his->get.Param('~opic~:tle',NULL};

St.opicOw~e= = St~~s->objUser->=u l~ame();

St.opicCrea:e~~e =date('Y-m-d H:~:S');

$this->~nsert(array(

'copic:d' => I , ,
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S~opic!d

}

'topicTi~le'=>StopicTi~le,

'topicCreCLeTime 1 =>$topicCreateTirne,

'topicOwner'=>addslashes(StopicOwner),

) ) ;

$this->get~ast:nsert:d();

?>

return $topic:d;
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<?php

Sthis->table = & $this->getObject('htrnltable', 'htmlelements'):

Sthis->center

I htmlelemem:s' ) ;

$chis->objConfig & $this->getObject('layer',

Sthis->center->align=llcenter";

$1:his->text]l...rea = & $this->getObjecl:.{"t.extarea","htmlelement.s"):

$r.his->form=& $t.his->getObject("form","htmlelernent.s");

Sthis->button=& Sthis->getObject.("button","htrnlelement.s Jl
);

St.his->objH =& $t.his->getObj ect ( I htmlheading I, 'htmlelernents');

Sthis->objH->type~2;

- _ = r-

St:his->objH->st:r = "Discussion Forum";

Sthis->center->addToStr(Sthis->objH->show(»;

...

StopicId=$this->get.Param{'topicId',NULL);

St.his->form->form("formInput",

St.his->uri{array('action'=>'save', 'topicld'=>StopicId), 'kngboard'));

$t.opicld=Sthis->gec.Param{'topicld',NULL);

if ( ! StopicId) {

$t.his->texc.Jl....rea->text.area ("topicTi tIe") ;

$texr:npuc->size = 20;
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$id=="<br>".$this->objH->st.r="Topic

Tit.le<br>"."&nbsp"."&nbsp".Sr:his->tex~ZU-ea->show();

St.his->:orm->addToFo=m(Sid);

Sch~s->form->addToForm('<br>');

Sthis->t.ext~Jea-> eXtarea("post:ext"};

Sttis->t.extArea->secRows{S);

$t.~~s->text.~ea->se=Col~~s(5C);

Sres:="?osc Conte:u:<br>". lI&nbsp". "&:105P". $this->t.ext:Area->show ();

Sstrl="<br>".$this->objH->st.r == $resl;

Sthis->form->addToform{$strl)i

St.his->forrn->addToForm('<br>');

$this->but.ton->butt.on ("submi t", "Submit")

Sthis->button->setToSubmit();

Sbu~ton=Sthis->button->show();

Sth~s->form->add~oForm($butto);

$:~~s->center->add~oSt.r(S:h~s->=orm->show{»);

echo St~~s->center->addToLayer~);
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<?php

Sr.h~s->table = & Sthis->gecObjecc(' ncmlcable', 'hcmlelemen:s');

S:his->hre= = & S:his->ge:Objec~('href', 'hr. lelemenLs');

S-:his->een'ter = & Sr.h::s->geLObj eet ( 'layer', ' .. t:rn.:e2.eme:1t.s');

$:his->een:er->align="ceL'ter";

Sthis->objH =& St~is->ger.Object{'htmlheading', 'htmlele~enr.s');

Sthis->objH->type=2;

" <

$this->objH->str = "Discussion Forum";

Sthis->center->addToStr(Sthis->objH->show());

S:ink=S~his->hre:->showlink{S~his->ri{array('actio~'=>'add'),

"kngooard"),"Add a New ~opic<b~><b~>", r ');

S'this->cence~->add~oS:=(Sli~~);

this->ce~ter->add~oS:='Stopic~is:."<brI>"';

S~his->obj9b~opics

SrecordCount=5this->objObTopics->getRecordCount();

Smax=:5;
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Spages=ceil(SrecordCount/$max);

Si=:';

Sthis->cen'Cer->addToSr.r ("?'p'.GE" . "&nbsp" . "&nbsp") ;

wbile(S?ages--) (

$,:his->hre:

Spara.mP-.rray

Sindex.=

& St.his->get.Object"h~ef', 'r.tmlelemen~sl);

array(lact.ion l => 11, 'pageNurnber'=>Si);

Sthis->href->showlink'$this->uri{S9ara~~ray,

"kngboard" ) , $ i, I I ) ;

Si++;

Sthis->center->addToStr(Sindex);

Sthis->center->addToSt~("<br>"."<br>".Slink);

echo Sthis->center->addTo~ayer();

?>
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<?php

$this->href = & St.his->ger:Objec't ( I href I, I htmlelements I ) i

$1:his->table & Sthis->get.Object('ht.rnltable', 'ht.mlelement.s');

$this->center

'htmlelemen'ts')i

St.his->objConfig & Sr.his->ger.Object('layer',

St.his->cent.er->align="righc";

$this->objH =& Sthis->getObject (' hcmlheading It' hcrnlelernent.s·),

St.his->objH->t.ype=~;

--. )..

$newTopic=$this->href->showlink($t.his->uri(array('act.ion'~>'add'),

"kngboard"},"Add a New Topic",' ');

$this->cent.er->addToStr("<br>".$newTopic);

$this->center->addToStr("&nbsp&nbsp&nbsp&nbsp");

St.opicld=$t.his->getParam('topicld',NULL);

SnewPast=$this->href->showlink(Sthis->uri(array('action'=>'post', 'tOp

icld'=>Stopicld), "~~gboard"),nAdd a Replay<br><br>", I I);

S~his->center->addToStr(SnewPost);
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S~his->cen~er->addToStr{Sown€rShow};

Sthis->cen~er->addToStr{$postShow};

S~ewTopic=Sthis->href->showlink{Stnis->uri{array('action'=>'add'),

"k..Tlgboard"), ".D..dd a New ':'op':"c", ");

S~his->center->add:oStr($ne~opic);

Sthis->center->addToS~r(,r &nbsp&nbsp&nbsP&nbsp") ;

SnewPost=Sthis->href->showlink(Sthis->uri(array('action'=>'post', 'top

icld '=>Stopicldl, "kngboard"), "Add a Replay<br><br>" , ");

$this->center->addToStr($newPost);

echo Sthis->center->addToLayer()i

?>
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<?php

Ssqldata(]="CREP.TE TABLE '~bl =orum_pos~s

'post:d' int(11) NOT NUL~ auto_increment,

-top:c:d' int(::) NOT NU~~ de:au2t '0',

. post.':'ext.· text.,

·post.Crea~e':'ime· datecime de:ault NU~~,

'postOwner' va~char(:50) de:au:t. NUL~,

PR:MP·.,RY KEY ( ·post.:d· J

TYP=:=:NNOD3 F>.UTO ~NCR£M2NT=123 ".

?>

<?php

$sqldata[J="CREP~E TABLE 'tbl_forum_topics'

'topicld' int(ll) NOT NULL auto_increment,

'topicTitle' varchar(lSO) default NULL,

'topicCreateTime' datetime default NULL,

'topicOwner' varchar(:SO) de:ault NULL,

PR:~~Y KEY :opicld')

TYP=:=: NNOD3" ;

?>

M09ur~£_:D: ~gboa=d

MOD~£_NP_~: Discussion Forum

Moaur~E_DSSCR:?~ION: a :o~um :or discussion

MODur~E_AUTHORS: zhanyu wang

MODUL=:_RE:L~'5E:DATE: 2004 09 11

MODULE_VERSION: 0.1

MODULE PATH: kngboard
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MODULE ISA~M:~: 0

MODULE ISV:SIBLE: 1

MODU~E a~SADM:N?AGE: 1

M09U1E ~~G~E~~S: kngbo~~d

TPB:S: ~bl_:orQ~_Lopics

T~3~2: Lbl_:orum_posts
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